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First Whistle
The common thread between us is our love for the beautiful game. We have enjoyed an exhilarating
2010-2011. Europe was dominated by Spain. Barcelona football club’s domination continued both in the
domestic league as well as in Europe. In South America, Santos won the Copa Libertadores after 3 years,
thanks to some outstanding performances by the likes of Ganso and Neymar.
This year, while recharging ourselves for the next season and waiting for the transfer market to warm
up, the idea of a group blog was floated to expand our football discussions to a wider global audience.
Meanwhile, international football took centre-stage. Spain, after winning the FIFA World Cup and Euro,
made a clean sweep by bagging the European Under-21 and Under-19 Championships. The Copa
America kicked off in Argentina, but Neymar and Ganso could not match their club performances with
the Brazilian national team. The biggest disappointment of the tournament though was the lack of Messi
'magic' that we are accustomed to, at Barcelona. As a result, the 2 Latin American giants crashed out
and Uruguay won it for a record fifteenth time. The FIFA Women’s World Cup had drawn a lot of
attention and Japan became the first Asian champions of the tournament beating Team USA in a closely
fought final. Amidst all this, the corruption charges against the FIFA officials hit the headlines again, and
football lovers around the world could only hope that the sport would emerge cleaner from such testing
times.
Our initial thoughts of a group blog progressed towards a monthly magazine. We named it "Goalden
Times" to bring you a flavour of global football all year round. Our present contributors span 4
continents and are looking forward to to more. We stay true to our motto of “Ludo Ergo Sum” (I Play,
therefore I am).
The upcoming football season promises to be exciting. Barcelona remains the team to beat in Europe,
but they have their work cut out to sort their finances. What needs to be seen is how UEFA’s financial
fair play policy impact team strategy. Clubs need to focus more on fresh talents and find ways to
increases their revenue streams. We invite you to be with us to usher in the new season of football.
Follow football, follow us!
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International Football: Time to Reinvent?

International football presents us football enthusiasts an interesting conundrum. All of us feel that
competition can hardly get more important than when national teams cross swords; we know that it is a
matter of utmost pride and prestige for the participants as well as the spectators. We convince
ourselves that we should be interested in international football; it is the logical thing to do. So we gear
up to cheer our own nations or adopted favourites (in the absence of at least one to enjoy as neutrals),
and for the sumptuous spectacle that is supposed to be on offer. However, more often than not the
actual fare leaves us with a distinct lack of fulfilment. The feeling is usually fleeting since remedy is close
at hand as we dip into the fortunes of our favourite clubs, either on the field or through the transfer
window. We realize that international football does not really matter as long as we have steady access
to our regular dope of club football, well at least until the next international break or major tournament
in summer when we can go back to feigning interest in it.
But is it supposed to be so? I have been brought up on folklore about the glorious Brazilians of ’58, ’62
and ’70, the clinical Italians circa ’82, the glorious underdogs from Uruguay circa ’50, the controversial
Argentines circa ‘78; the beautifully tragic Dutch circa ’74, Hungarians circa ‘54 and Brazilians circa ’82;
Pele, Maradona, Cruyff, Platini, Puskas, Beckenbauer, Kempes, Eusebio, Moore and other greats who
had written their tales on the international stage. Today seeing the disinterested individuals and
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disjointed teams, I sometimes wonder where has the romance gone, and how, if at all, can it be
resurrected. In an effort to understand the reason for the apparent decline in standards, in the following
paragraphs, I shall try to look at why the quality of football played at the club level is usually better than
that at the international level, some of the inherent advantages club football has in its capacity to draw
audiences, and try to analyse whether certain watershed events have accentuated the advantages.
The clubs themselves have been there for ages and
football has been the primary reason for their existence.
Hence there are long and elaborate histories and rivalries
woven into them. Also, clubs in Europe were initially set
up as community institutions that bound people together.
Hence the clubs always drew a focused and strong
following, with deep, non-negotiable loyalties. Although
these days most clubs have lost that thread with the
community to various extents due to corporatization,
these feelings have been retained and passed on from
generation to generation. Hence supporters of clubs feel a strong sense of attachment to the institution
which can compete with the attachment an individual feels with his country. This to my mind negates a
major part of the advantage an international structure might have had otherwise. Its competitors are
equally well entrenched in the public psyche, so they are on an equal footing; the international game
not gaining any advantage by dint of nationalistic or patriotic sentiment. Thus with no advantage to
either side based on sentiment, it is the quality of the product that assumes primary importance in
wooing the customer. In this respect, club football enjoys a few inherent advantages.
Club football is a constant. Once the season starts, there is usually a game played at least once a week,
sometimes more. Further, in the age of all permeating media, even between the games the public is
bombarded with an incessant flow of information from newspapers, blogs, club websites, TV, podcasts,
radio etc. Even during the summer, the transfer window keeps people occupied, arguably more than
during the months of action on the field. The cumulative effect is that of a story evolving continuously,
like that of a soap opera. International football fails miserably in this regard. With matches being played
intermittently during the season, it has no means to capture the mind of its audience on a continuous
basis. As a result, internationals played during the season are often treated by the public as an
inconvenience that disrupts the engaging narrative of club football. Sure, people watch the international
matches, but in isolation. The product fails to create a lasting impression on their minds, and the effect
of international football is promptly diluted by the resumption of the domestic season’s soap opera
immediately after.
The constant nature of club football also enhances its quality. Players who train together every day of
the week on the same system are expected to create better teamwork and understanding on the field.
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International football collects players based around the globe, providing them only a couple of days to
get used to each other, and to a system that may be
entirely different from the one they are used to playing
throughout the year. Also it is easier to build up
defensive organization over a shorter period than
coordination in attack, hence more often than not
international football played during the season
becomes a contest between disjointed attacks and
relatively better organized defences, and the result is
football lacking fluidity.
The only time international football operates without the distraction of club football is during the major
tournaments that are mostly played during the summer break. In the World Cup, Euro and Copa
America we do see stories evolving which have the capacity to provide a narrative to the audience, but
the ground thus covered is offset by the timing. With the bloated Champions League and Europa League
format involving three and sometimes four teams from the major leagues, double-legged domestic cups,
competitive and friendly internationals, a top player playing in Europe plays close to 50 matches over
the season proper. Hence, come summer they are more often than not jaded and not at their best
physically and mentally, sometimes carrying niggling injuries from the season long grind. Still, with
understanding developing over the duration of the tournament, we do get to see better football
towards the later stages of the big tournaments. While it is not as riveting as club football, every major
tournament has its moments. But the end of a tournament again ends the narrative; with the summer
transfer window taking up the airtime immediately, the thread of the narrative is lost. So at the time of
the first international break in the following season, international football once again has a clean slate in
the public mind to work on, and the cycle continues.
But the sceptic in you would still ask the question - all this existed in the 50’s, 60’s, 70’s and 80’s as well,
then how could international football from those eras manage to create the legacies talked about in the
opening paragraphs? I believe the root cause can be found in some key changes that happened in the
football scene over the years. During the decades gone by, football was not as widely available for
viewing. The major international tournaments were sometimes the only window available for watching
football from around the globe. Hence the teams competing had freshness about them. A lot of the
audience outside Holland in ‘74 would at best have heard of total football as a concept. While its roots
were being developed in Ajax the greater football community wouldn’t have been widely exposed to its
beauty. Hence the experience of watching the Dutch masters would have been a novel and enriching
one. The Magyars in ‘54, Brazil in ’58, ‘62, and ‘70, Portugal in ’66, all must have had the benefit of
providing the global audience a chance to witness something they would have only heard of in stories
and accounts, if at all.
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However, with the advent of satellite television, football
from all over the world became available in our drawing
rooms. Now with internet and online videos it is available in
our bedroom. So the international tournaments have lost
that allure of the unknown; today whatever Brazil, Holland,
Spain or Argentina have to offer has already been seen and
internalised multiple times over. Further, in the past
football was not so globalised, hence each nation could
retain and develop its own philosophy, its uniqueness.
Today, with the Bosman ruling, movement between clubs
have become much easier, and talents from South America,
Africa and even European nations like France, Holland and Portugal are poached by the big clubs early in
their careers. Thus the intermingling of football philosophies at club level has resulted in football at the
international level losing much of its uniqueness. Hence it is harder to find a clash of philosophies at the
international level with all countries moving towards a mean, the Brazilians and the Dutch adding steel
and physicality to their fluidity, and the Germans and the Italians adding flair to their organization.
Increasingly, the only potential for surprise during a major international tournament is when an African,
an Asian or a smaller South American nation puts together a run. But globalization is catching up fast
here as well. Ghana’s progress in the last World Cup failed to evoke the same mystique as Senegal,
Cameroon or South Korea’s exploits in earlier editions. This was because many of their players were
already household names thanks to their exploits in European club football, and with increased
coverage of the African Cup of Nations and the Asia Cup, people knew what to expect from
representatives of these continents.
Thus a combination of multiple factors has resulted in a deterioration of the quality of international
football and its ability to thrill and surprise the audience. While the major international tournaments still
enjoy their importance in the football calendar, it is more for their aura and heritage. The end product
on offer is decidedly poorer than what the audience is exposed to on a weekly basis at club level. The
situation presents a crossroad for international football - will it maintain status quo and meander along
or will it be able to reinvent itself, win back some of its appeal and carve a niche? International football
has too much historical and cultural significance to be reduced to just a sideshow, hence football fans
wait for the authorities to find the right answers.
Saumyajit Ray can be reached at saumyajit_gt@yahoo.com
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A Chaos Theory Experiment on Copa
America 2011
Butterfly Effect?
Followed by controversies and heartbreaks, the Copa America 2011, looked like an Elephant's Graveyard
with early exits of many a favourable team along with the host nation, and also marked by one of the
lowest scoring football events of recent times. We saw one of the best players of this generation being
booed by his home fans and arguably the greatest football playing nation of all time making a mockery
of their pride with a horrendous penalty shoot out show.
The quarter finals were a recipe for utter chaos. Few could have imagined the kind of semi final line-up
we would end up with. One false step in tactical play and you are knocked out. Early exits of big guns put
an even bigger question on the team fluidity, formation and cohesion. Squad and tactical choices by the
master planners played a pivotal role in shaping the outcome of the matches. Most of the predictions
were not meted out. One may comfortably say that the latest edition of Copa America has been no
exception to the Chaos Theory.
It has been observed that the presence or absence of a butterfly flapping its wings could lead to
creation or absence of a hurricane. In Chaos Theory, this phenomenon is referred to as the Butterfly
Effect. In the world of football, I’d say managers and their predispositions to certain tactical choices
induce this butterfly effect! This tournament can be considered a fine instance of such an occurrence.
Let’s delve into some of the tactical strategies employed by the 8 quarter-finalists, or should we say,
map the butterfly effects behind this Chaos Theory.

Brazil: Poor Finishing Finishes Job
The reigning champions came with their new coach, Mano Menezes following a quarterfinal shock exit
at the World Cup. Dunga preferred Brazil to play in a counter attacking style with a solid defensive line
and Kaká at the centre of the park for creative excellence. He made the more defensive minded Felipe
Melo a game breaker and posed Luís Fabiano as the target man. His defense-oriented strategy garnered
a lot of criticism.

Formation
Menezes got rid of his predecessor’s strategy and came with a dynamic 4-2-1-3 formation. Brazil's 4-2-13 initially had Dani Alves as the right wing back dropping Maicon, as a result of his flying performance
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with Barcelona last season. The two central defenders Lúcio and Thiago Silva played well but André
Santos was a surprise selection for left back.
The team's performance was expected to rely
mostly on the two midfield pivots - Lucas and
Ramires. The Santos sensation, Ganso had a
similar role to play like Kaká. He employed
Neymar, Pato and Robinho as the three
roaming

forwards.

It

was

a

striker-less

formation, which can be converted to 4-2-3-1
(with Pato upfront) or 4-2-2-2 (putting Robinho
a little down) whenever required.

Tactical Analysis: Dani vs. Maicon
Coach Mano Menezes received strong criticism from the pundits during a friendly match against France
when he had substituted a forward with a midfielder while trailing 0-1. Menezes' team had a poor start
followed by a goal-less draw against Venezuela and a not-so-impressive 2-2 draw against Paraguay. In
these games, Dani Alves started as the first choice right back. But the strategy did not work as per
expectations. Alves is the kind of player who can exploit free space off-the-ball. He does the same in
Barcelona colours when Lionel Messi cuts inside with a defender. Robinho being more of a wide player,
effectively created much traffic on Dani's path. Menezes' next match line- up was more sensible when
he picked Jádson over Robinho, who plays in a narrower role. Maicon, however, was given a chance in
place of the Barcelona full back. Maicon is definitely more comfortable with the ball and more secure
defensively than Alves. His inclusion in the team accommodated Robinho in the top half. Maicon did
pretty decently when given the chance and made the wing-play better. While Alves, the former Sevilla
man attempted 6 crosses from the right with 16% accuracy, Maicon delivered 17 crosses with nearly
30% accuracy.

What Went Wrong - Poor Finishing et al: Butterfly Effect
The two deep midfielders Lucas and Ramires both sat a little too deep in the park. Though Ramires
pushed up more than Lucas, it was not enough to emphasize the attacking potential. As an obvious
outcome, the creative midfielder, Ganso lacked support. With an unimpressive record of 154 successful
passes and 32 missed, he failed to live up to Brazil’s expectations. As Ganso was barely effective, it was
up to Lucas and Ramires to feed the ball forward. As they were sitting deep, playing long balls was the
key although not much effective, since the average height of their forward trio was less than 5'10”. Pato
had a great first touch, but his second touch spoiled it. His poor conversion of goals to shot ratio let him
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down, though he managed to score 2 goals. Being a lone target man fed with the long passes, he was
not that effective as he ended with making 62 successful passes only. Neymar came in with much
expectation after his fantastic season with Santos, decorated with 42 goals. Though he managed to
complete 27 dribbles (second highest at the tournament after Lionel Messi) and drew 13 fouls around
the box, overall it was a big disappointment. Once again poor accuracy (5 on target out of 13 shots) by
him and failure to provide successful crosses from the wing (13 unsuccessful crosses and only 1
successful) kept the left flank barren. Along with these, Andre Santos primarily concentrated on
distributing balls (a whopping statistics of 276 passes by a left wing back) rather than using the free
spaces created by Neymar on the left, and ended up with only 1 successful cross per match on average.
As such, Brazil appeared pretty ordinary before the opponent goal area. Menezesneeded to boost up
their shooting skills as they kept only 46.77% shots on target and alarmingly only 6 shots out of their 22,
during the quarter final against Paraguay. The failure to convert chances put massive pressure during
the horror penalty shootout show where they managed to miss all of their 4 penalties.

Potential for Future
Brazil might need a few tactical switches to revamp their glory. Perhaps a 4-1-2-3 formation would help
improving Ganso's performance where Ramires should be pushed into a more attacking role. Deploying
a dedicated target man might be a key as none of Neymar, Pato or Robinho is a natural target men. It is
really hard to attain success with a striker-less formation for National side, but to find a replacement of
Ronaldo is even harder. A European exposure for both Neymar and Ganso could do the trick.

Chile: Sensational, but no Cookie
Claudio Borghi had prepared his team from where Marcelo Bielsa had left off. The pool of talent he
inherited, supposedly the golden generation of the La Roja, helped in Borghi’s tactical choices.

Formation
Bielsa's Chile was quite brilliant throughout the World Cup qualifier matches, and was a tactical
sensation at the South Africa World Cup. He mostly stuck to a super attacking 3-3-1-3 formation where
he put one defensive minded midfielder to support the 3 man defensive and one ‘number 10' behind 3
forwards. Two of his three forwards played far wide to stretch the defensive and also gave freedom to
the wide midfielders to play narrowly. This eventually gave the midfield a diamond shape. Borghi –
another Argentinian who managed Colo Colo previously, didn't tinker much with the formation after
taking charge. He relied on the three men defensive line and modified the system to a more midfield
heavy 3-5-2. The wide midfielders were given the responsibility to stretch the opponent’s wingbacks
while one forward would drop down to strengthen the midfield. Borghi used his two wide midfielders,
Jean Beausejour and Mauricio Isla in more wide roles and former Cesena man Luis Jiminez - as the
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attacking midfielder. Isla provided enough width to make the midfield spacious which was exploited by
the tricky Alexis Sanchez. Sanchez, though a front man, eventually dropped back into the midfield and
always provided a numerical edge to his team in the midfield battle. This is an advantage in Borghi's
tactics that he didn’t restrict his team within a single formation. His 3-5-2 often switched to 3-2-3-2 or 33-3-1 while defending and 3-1-4-2 or 3-2-4-1(3-6-1) while attacking.

Tactical Analysis: Bielsa vs Borghi
One behavioural difference between the two systems was, Bielsa believing more on direct pressing
game with electric pace while Borghi's team preferred gradual build-up, more possession and allowed
the midfielders to come forward from the deep. The pace of the game was relatively slower. As Borghi
tended more towards possession game, he used a double pivot as Artuto Vidal and Gary Medel.
Dropping down Sanchez helped them to put an extra man in midfield and hold on to the possession. This
transfer market sensation, though not in his best form, was tricky enough to complete 11 dribbles and
extracting 20 fouls. Commensurate with his phenomenal success at Udinese as a more central threat
from being a winger, Borghi also changed his position in the national team, from being a wide player
during Bielsa days.

Butterfly Effect: Vidal Underutilized?
After an awesome season with the German club, Vidal was pretty much used to play with the double
pivot system with a four man defensive line. Though his team-mate, Alexis Sanchez hogged the
limelight, Vidal silently lay claim to be one of the most complete midfielders of the past season. During
the last season, he had the second best defensive record in Bundesliga (with 4.7 tackles per game and
2.8 interceptions per game). This skilful midfielder also exhibits effective dribbling skills and a vision for
long passes. His attacking prowess makes him a complete footballer as he ended the season with 11
assists, second best in the Bundesliga and 1.9 key passes per game. He also rattled up 10 goals. While
playing for Chile as a protection of a 3 man defensive, though, he was not given the license to attack and
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his talents were heavily under-utilized in Borghi's formation. While he maintained an excellent average
of 57.2 passes per game last season, in a more defensive role he only had 45.67 passes per game
statistics in the Copa America. Other than this, though the defensive trio of Gonjalo Jara, Waldo Ponce
and Pablo Contreras were pretty good in the open play, the tendency to commit a foul around the box
proved costly ultimately.

Suicidal Substitution: Borghi, The Criminal
Opponents often exploited the three man defensive play by shooting long balls and turning it into a 3vs3
battle. Committing fouls seemed the only way to gain time for the out-of-position midfielders to fall
back. The shock came from Venezuela as they capitalised on the dead-ball situations perfectly. The
decision of replacing Carmona for Valdivia instead of Medel proved to be fatal against Venezuela. As
Medel was already on a yellow card and being the single defensive screen before a 3 man defensive, his
misdemeanour eventually cost him a marching order.

Future
With this golden generation, Chile will definitely be among the favourites for the upcoming World Cup
qualifiers. Playing Vidal as a free player with license to attack would provide a new dimension to their
attack.

Colombia: Group Leaders Derailed
Colombia did not arrive with much of an expectation, but they were the first team to qualify from the
group stage after claiming the top spot above the favourites Argentina, but their limp performance
against Peru in the quarter finals put forth a lot of questions.

Formation
Manager Hernan Dario Gomez used a very popular 4-1-4-1 formation spear-headed by Porto's
talismanic striker Radamel Falcao. After a slow start against Costa Rica, Colombia was excellent against
Argentina and Bolivia. Gomez had a very dependable back line led by experienced Milan man Mario
Yepes. At the age of 35, he had an excellent tournament and was instrumental for the three consecutive
clean sheets in the group matches. It was not that easy for a player like Cristián Zapata on the bench,
but the Yepes-Luis Perea pair appeared to be pretty formidable. They did not concede a single goal in
the group league matches. Also, the two wing-backs, Juan Zúñiga and Pablo Armero helped relentlessly
in attacking. Gomez employed Gustavo Bolívar as the dedicated defensive minded midfielder.
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He used a rather flat four man midfield
formation against Costa Rica - pressing the
young U-23 opposition. This style left gaps
between them and Gustavo Bolívar, which
could have been exploited extensively by any
good attacking side. In order to tackle this issue,
from the next match onwards, Gomez tucked
his two central midfielders, Fredy Guarín and
Abel Aguilar a little deep, to establish the link
between defense and attack.

Tactical Analysis: Carlos Sanchez at the heart
Though Gomez started with Bolívar against Costa Rica, despite showcasing a decent performance, he
was replaced by Carlos Sanchez for the Argentina game. This strategy was immensely successful as
Sanchez was excellent throughout the crunch game and the rest of the tournament. Guarín was
Colombia's key player in the midfield and essentially the driving force behind their attacks. The Porto
man scored 5 goals from 8 games in the UEFA Europa Cup and was keen to score for his national side
too. He mostly attempted long rangers with high success rate to keep the opposition goalkeeper busy.
Alongside him, Aguilar was also decent in his distribution. The midfielder duo shared an impressive 71.5
average passes per game in aggregate. Yet Sanchez was the most vital man for them in the midfield. He
was superb against the undisputed best player of the world, Lionel Messi, and only committed 1 foul on
him using all his experiences of French Ligue1. Throughout the tournament he made 16 successful
tackles (5.33 per game) which quite reflected his character.

Keeping the Wingers High
Colombia's main threat came from their flanks, where Dayro Moreno and Adrián Ramos were very
active. By constantly running, shooting at the goal, and swapping flanks - they created havoc in the
opposition defense. Gomez instructed them to stay up in the field and their strong appearance kept the
opposition wingbacks quiet. Against Argentina, Gomez countered Pablo Zabaleta’s running on the right
flank by keeping Ramos high up the pitch and forced Argentina to switch play to the left where Zanetti
was playing, who is not very comfortable with his wrong foot. Since the wide forwards were not coming
down, Aguilar and Guarin were instructed to tuck in centrally while defending to support Sanchez.
Falcao's duty was to move back a little to fill up the void left by their two central midfielders. Essentially
Colombia converted to a defensive minded 4-3-3 while defending, and this two-layered defending
worked out extremely well to stop the brilliance of Messi.
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Seeking Creativity and Keeping Ills
However, in the quarterfinals they lost the game, despite being a better team than Peru. Though they
had created more chances than Peru, tactically they were subjugated. In this game, both their central
midfielders were man-marked, which made them ineffective in the context of their natural game.
Aguilar was never that tricky to break through the marking. Peru allowed Sanchez enough time, but his
lack of attacking vision let Gomez down. It’s only when Guarin who, when tried to dribble past his
marker, did Colombia look threatening. As a result, the constant pressing was absent from Colombia's
game. With limited creativity in the midfield and in the reserve bench, Gomez failed to extract the best
from his team. Incidentally, a penalty miss by Falcao, one of Europe's finest strikers of the last season,
and two deciding errors by their goalkeeper, ended their journey in this edition of Copa.

Future: Central Creativity
Colombia seriously needs a playmaker behind Falcao to improve the situation. The lack of creativity at
the centre-of-the-park cost them a lot. While they have a sound defense and a great finisher upfront, a
certain amount of creativity in the midfield can lift their game and may find a place at the world cup
finals.

Argentina: Of Tactical Blunders, Human Errors
After the World Cup 2010 embarrassment, Sergio Batista took over from Diego Maradona and a fresh
start was expected. Argentina was possibly the most interesting team from a manager's perspective. A
traditional top heavy team decorated with perhaps the world's current best player - compromised by a
weak back four and an inexperienced goalkeeper. The whole world was looking forward to seeing how
Batista managed the team, but yet again a shock defeat against Uruguay and an underwhelming
performance throughout, forced AFA to sack him.

Formation
The main challenge for Batista was to extract the best out of Lionel Messi. With no disrespect, he was a
complete failure in the first two matches. He started the tournament with a 4-3-3 formation, keeping
Messi at the heart of the forward line. Nicolás Burdisso and Gabriel Milito were the two centre backs.
New talent, Marcos Rojo started in the left back position and the ageless Inter Milan figure, Javier
Zanetti started on the right. Batista employed 3 defensive midfielders to protect his weak defense at the
cost of a creative midfielder in the midfield. Batista was trying to emulate the Barcelona formation
around the brilliance of Messi. But eventually this tactic failed.
Batista had to change the formation after two poor performances by his team. He brought Zabaleta back
as right full back and switched Zanetti to the left to replace the inept Rojo. This change of tactics gave
Argentina a little more of width. And then he re-jigged his formation completely for the do-or-die Costa
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Rica match. He moved to an attack minded 4-2-3-1 from the previously defensive minded 4-3-3. It must
be said that 4-2-3-1 is not the likely name to call that shape. It was actually an extremely fluid top half,
to make it 4-2-2-2 or 4-2-1-3, whichever was required.

Tactical Analysis: Messi Drops Deep, Deeper…
Batista’s 4-3-3 with three defensive minded midfielders actually put an immense task for the 3 forwards
to beat a 5 man opposition defense (back four + one defensive midfield at least). For the first two games
against Bolivia and Colombia respectively, his midfield trio, Barcelona's Javier Mascherano, Inter's
Esteban Cambiasso and Valencia's Éver Banega were instructed to sit deep in their half. Mascherano and
Banega rarely made forward runs, although Cambiasso was given a little license to attack. Surprisingly
among these three, Cambiasso was far less creative than Banega, who though the most creative player
was restricted within his own half. As a result, Messi had to move deep into his midfield to get the ball
and sometimes even deeper. Though Batista claimed to try to emulate the Barcelona model, in reality it
was not happening. In Barcelona, other players play their game to support Messi to the fullest.
Whenever Messi receives a ball, he dribbles past a couple of defenders and either passes the ball to his
closest player and expects a return, or switches the ball to the wide forwards like David Villa or Pedro.
But for this Argentine side, he was left alone in the midfield (as there were no attacking intents from the
3 defensive midfielders) and the only mode of passing the ball was towards the flank.

Butterfly Effect - A Misplaced Carlos Tevez
Unfortunately, the inability of wing play by the full backs did not leave much option for Messi either, and
Tevez not being a natural wide player, his poor off-the-ball positioning made defending easy for
opposition teams. In a three man forward line with Messi playing deep, Tevez should be on the far left
to stretch the defense, so that Messi can run through or send through passes for midfield runners.
Instead, Tevez’s tendency to move into the centre directly towards the defender, made the formation
narrow and easy for opposition to crowd out Messi.
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New Formation Worked Well
Batista’s 4-2-3-1 did work pretty well against Costa Rica. Batista brought in three Real Madrid men –
Gonzalo Higuain, Angel Di Maria and Fernando Gago, and Atletico Madrid front man Sergei Aguero. As
usual, Mascherano sat deep and was given a dedicated game breaker role. Gago played further up and
his distribution skills meant that Messi need not always drop deep back for the ball. Di Maria started
from a deeper position on left and Aguero started as wide left. The tactical switch was to get rid of the
striker-less formation to a formation with an out-an-out striker played by Higuain. Di Maria’s runs
helped as he exploited the space left by Aguero who cut inside. And Lionel Messi was playing in the hole
as the roaming enganche. His dribbling and passing was suddenly most effective and he had 32
successful dribbles, 3 assists and numerous key passes. This formation was mostly left-centric allowing
Zabaleta to run forward from the right, with frequent helps from Messi and Higuain.

What Went Wrong: Batista Was Beaten by Tabarez
Batista started with the same system against Uruguay. The much effective fluid system forced Óscar
Tabárez to play rash football and Uruguay ended the day committing 28 fouls. Even after the early
sending off of Diego Perez, Batista failed to take advantage of the extra man. Mostly missed chances
from Argentine forwards and a goalkeeping clinic by Muslera, were enough to put Argentina out. Batista
made another major mistake by substituting both Di Maria and Aguero with Tevez and Pastore. As a
result, Tevez, Pastore and Messi were all trying to play from the middle, with no width left on the far
left. One couldn’t possibly expect 120 minutes of overlapping service from the 36 year old Zanetti, that
too on the left side.

Future: Messi Is Not Maradona Yet
With the best player of the world leading their attacks, Argentina will always be a great force, however,
it’s time they employ a tactically sound manager who can motivate the team in the key clashes. Leo
Messi was good with his new role of playmaker but not quite in his Barcelona form, and a zero goal tally
says it all. However, excessive dependency on Messi might lead them nowhere.

Venezuela: Tactically Vehement
Venezuela confounded expectations by reaching the semi-final, beating one of the tournament
favourites, Chile and subsequently losing out to Paraguay in the tie-breaker and Peru in the 3rd/4th
deciding match.

Formation
César Farías played his team with a 4-4-2 formation which was often recognizable as 4-2-2-2 form with 2
defensive midfielders sitting deep and 2 wide midfielders playing up. Farías played four-man defense
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line led by Oswaldo Vizcarrondo. He had an impressive tournament, committing only 4 fouls throughout,
and made 9 absolutely vital tackles at the deep defense. Along with this, he proved to be an aerial threat
in the opponent's box in the dead ball situations. Left Back Gabriel Cichero

also put a notable

performance and for a defender, his distribution skills were impressive. César had two defensive
midfielders, Tomas Rincon and Franklin Lucena, to protect his back four. Both made numerous
interceptions and tackles and broke up opposition attacks.
Venezuela faced significant issues in breaking
the defense as they were always a man short in
attack. Juan Arango tried hard to complement
this with his long distance shooting – a tally of
16 long shots and 2 goals though isn’t very
productive. Other than these, his free kicks
were a source of danger, especially against
Chile. César kept rotating his front duo, and his
creative forward, Giancarlo Maldonado was
effective as a traditional number 9.

Tactical Analysis: Don’t Chase the Game
César initially instructed his two central midfielders to chase the game by constant off-the-ball pressing
and closing down opponent midfielders. This didn't appear to be a safe policy as they were leaving huge
spaces behind them in front of the back four. So as the tournament progressed, they were asked to sit
deep and wait for the attackers, providing more steel in the defense. This tactic proved successful as
heavyweight teams like Brazil and Chile were kept quiet for a significant amount of time.

What Went Wrong: Missing a Classic #10
Venezuela always lacked a creative ‘number 10’ in the hole. César, with his limited resources, tried to
switch the game to the right. In the semi-final against Paraguay, he missed his pivots - Rincon, for
suspension and Maldonado, for slight injury. Later, deep in the second half, he employed Maldonado
and asked him to play from right to make diagonal runs to the centre. His presence brought about a
significant change in the momentum of the game, and they looked a far better team during the extra
time. Having two defensive midfielders seated deep, reduced the attacking threat. As both of their
midfielders were playing wide, there was no creativity from the central position to seek out
Maldonado’s runs.
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Future
There is hope for La Vinotintos. Their counter attacking football has been praised by many, and although
playing with only 10 men, they enjoyed better possession in the semi finals. Had they pursued
consistently, they could have ended up playing at the Copa America finals for the first time.

Peru: Counter Attacking At Its Best
Peru was the biggest surprise package of Copa America 2011 as they played way better than usual and
secured the third spot. Sergio Markarian took the flag from Jose Del Solar, under whom Peru had in the
past, gone through one of their most disastrous pre-world cup campaign when they finished last.
Markarian had stated his aim was to lead Peru to the 2014 World Cup after six consecutive failed
campaigns. He himself has a World Cup experience, having led the Paraguay national team to the 2002
World Cup finals in Japan-Korea. The performance of the Peruvians in this Copa America definitely
shows that this is a team we should keep an eye on; one can expect them to qualify in the tough South
American qualifying round.

Formation
Starting

as

underdogs, Markarian mostly

concentrated on a defense oriented formation
for which he employed 3 midfielders with major
defensive duties in front of 4 men back line. His
4-3-3 starting formation eventually turned to a
4-3-2-1 pyramid. Not a traditional pyramid;
rather a skewed one as Markarian had a left
balanced formation where the single striker was
mostly paired with the left wide midfielder. The
naturally aggressive Vargas shone in that role.

Tactical Analysis: Defense First, Defense Second, Attack Third
The Peruvian defense was led by Braga's central defender Alberto Junior Rodríguez. Even after suffering
an injury stricken season, he contributed a lot to Braga's second spot in the Portuguese League and the
UEFA Europa League respectively. The 27 year old centre back committed only 4 fouls in the
tournament. With numerous interceptions, he managed to make up for the mistakes by inexperienced
fellow defenders, Christian Ramos and Walter Vílchez. The 3 defensive midfielders, whom Markarian
employed, were pretty comfortable playing long balls to break through quick counter attacks. He relied
mostly on Adan Balbín and Rinaldo Cruzado for this, and a little aggressive license offered to Luis
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Advincula. Balbín, a natural defender, was given the duty of playing the holding role and his success in
that role was instrumental in Peru’s rise.
Peru's primary threat was their three attacking players. William Chiroque and Juan Vargas were given
the license of an all-out-attack, and their presence high up the pitch pinned the opposition fullbacks.
Chiroque, an experienced player from their domestic league, provided much fluidity to their counter
attacking system with his fast-paced runs and dribbling skills. This 31 year old finished with 17 successful
dribbles and most of them were inside the opponent's half. On the other side, Markarian fitted
Fiorentina star Juan Vargas. Last season he was one of the few bright spots for them and he topped the
assist chart for the club. His wing-play and link up play with Paolo Guerrero was responsible for the best
attacking plays of Peru.

The Guerrero Effect
Paolo Guerrero, the Hamburg striker, was the main spearhead of Markarian's counter attacking tactics.
His admirable physical presence and holding capability provided enough time for Vargas and Chiroque to
time their runs and stretch the defense for him. His dribbling ability forced the opposition to man mark
him. Thus his movements - down the centre or to the left - always created a hole in the defense – which
was suitably exploited by Vargas, who adroitly changed his position. Playing as the lone forward,
Guerrero completed 16 successful dribbles and drew 22 fouls on him.
Both Vargas and Guerrero kept shooting from long range and in a combination averaged more than 6
attempts on goal per game with around 50% accuracy. Guerrero marked the performance by being the
tournament’s top scorer with 5 goals and the sole hat-trick.

Future
Peru played better than many had expected, and their counter attacking tactics bore fruit. The attack
could be deadly, though with a couple of attacking fullbacks. They could also do with a substitute for
Guerrero who can fill in ably for him.

Paraguay: Ugly yet Admirable
Since the time of José Luis Chilavert, Paraguay has been a tough nut to crack, and the latest Copa loudly
proclaimed the same when they ‘crawled forward’ to the grand finale against Uruguay. That Paraguay
played the final after not having won a single game in open play said a lot about their spirit and tactical
setup.

Formation
Manager Gerardo Martino who guided Paraguay to their first ever World Cup quarter final, achieved
success yet again when he took his team to the Copa final. His ‘safety first’ approach may not look great
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but was the most effective. Paraguay played mostly with a defensive minded 4-4-2 formation. Like most
of the Latin American teams, this is a hybrid formation and can be quickly converted to 4-3-3. Off-theball, one forward would track back to make it an effective 4-5-1.
They had Justo Villar, who was the outstanding player of both the quarters and semis, a back four of
Darío Verón on the right, Paulo da Silva and Antolín Alcaraz in the centre and Aureliano Torres on the
left. Enrique Vera played in the defensive midfield zone with Marcos Riveros to his left, slightly ahead of
him, and Néstor Ortigoza to his right. Marcelo Estigarribia and Nelson Valdez played wide of the main
striker Lucas Barrios. Estigarribia was employed in a deeper midfield position on the left. Valdez played
in a more forward role making the system turn into a 4-4-2, when Paraguay had the ball. Martino had
changed the front three frequently, by switching the position of Barrios and sometimes using former
Manchester City man, Roque Santa Cruz as the withdrawn forward.

Tactical Analysis: Narrow Defending
Martino let his team play with a philosophy of narrow defending. His two full backs were playing
narrower to have the crowd out the central spaces in front of the goal. They allowed much space in the
flanks to draw opponents in the open area, and Paraguay’s wide midfielders did not miss a single
opportunity to exploit that open space. Dani Alves was made to crawl in the first match with Brazil, by
the tricky Estigarribia.
Though Martino formed his team with prior defensive decorations, Paraguay was never too eager to
press. They allowed opponents to play in the midfield and on the flanks.
Often Vera came down to make the back 5, and
kept deep-lying Nestor Ortigoza at the middle
of the pitch. Ortigoza had a superb tournament
as the playmaker. His ability to dictate the pace
of the game had been used magnificently in the
narrow formation. He finished with 202
successful passes and 17 successful through
passes. Due to his excellent vision and passing
ability, he drew at least one opposition
midfielder at the middle to close him down,
eventually creating free space for others.

What Went Wrong? Direct Defending Cost Them Dear
Though Martino employed a defense-minded strategy, the execution was not at its best. Jamming the
goalmouth is a good option when you have a two layered defense with minimal gap. Practically, when
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Vera came down deep in the defense, Ortigoza and Riveros were not pressing the game. As a result,
Brazil and Uruguay both had sufficient space between their midfield and defensive lines, which was
heavily exploited to penetrate the defense. Brazil was dreadful in front of the goal and an almost
superhuman performance from the goalkeeper, Villar kept Paraguay moving ahead in the race.
However, a razor-sharp finishing from Luis Suarez and Diego Forlán showed us the defensive flaws in the
Paraguayan model. Beside this, Paraguay tried to employ a heavy traffic in front of the goal which
actually made no room for a second cover behind a defender. This was frequently exploited by Suarez in
the final, as he dribbled past the defender to get into the open.

Future: Pragmatic in True Sense
It was a sorry state of affairs, but with limited resources, injuries and red cards, this was the most
pragmatic form of game Paraguayans could produce. The passion of their fans was also instrumental in
keeping their spirit up (Larissa Riquelme had already declared her desire to “present herself” if the team
won). Strange as it is, they still needed to work on their defense. Playing a defensive strategy yet feeling
uncomfortable while defending is a poor banner for their model. It appeared that Villar was protecting
the defense instead of the other way round.

Uruguay: Tactical Superiority
Following their strong World Cup run, Uruguay led by the evergreen Forlan and guided by ‘The
Professor’ Óscar Tabárez, snatched the crown of Copa America 2011 proving that their World Cup
success had not been a fluke. After a dull low scoring affair, Uruguay proved themselves stronger than
other teams. Success doesn’t usually come by easily and smoothly and it is to Tabarez’ credit that after a
poor start and many a hard time, Uruguay managed to place their nation on the path to success.

Formation
Uruguay didn’t play with a steady formation throughout. Tabárez kept altering the formation depending
on match situations and the opponent’s shape. Mostly he started with a variant of the classic 4-4-2 but
didn’t hesitate to switch to 3-3-2-2 with 3 centre backs. Not just the shape, Tabárez kept changing
personnel too, depending on the opposition. Other than Diego Godin, who was ill, and their reserve
goalkeepers, Tabárez utilised all other squad members. When he played with the 4 man defense, he
employed skipper Diego Lugano and Sebastián Coates as the stoppers and Alvero Pereira and Maxi
Pereira as the overlapping side-backs. When he moved to the 3 man defense line, he employed 3
centre-backs and achieved the numerical advantage deep in the defense. He fully utilised the versatility
of former Barcelona defender Martin Cáceres, who can play at different positions as a defender. To
tackle the strong Argentine attacking threat, he employed Arevalo Rios and Diego Perez as two
defensive pivots to protect their back line. His decision of going with 3 forwards was heavily dependent
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on the availability of in-form Napoli man Edinson Cavani; else he kept faith on his superstar forward pair
of Suarez and Forlan as the front duo, where Forlan operated from a little deeper.

Tactical Analysis: Direct Football
Uruguay did not play fancy football like passing in the midfield or building up from the deep. They rather
believed in directly placing the ball in the opposition’s half, and then press hard. Suarez was particularly
instrumental behind this tactic. His ability to hold the ball and draw attention from the defenders made
free space for Forlan to exploit. He suffered 27 fouls and completed 12 successful dribbles. Diego Forlan
on the other hand, was playing behind him more as a playmaker. His excellent vision was instrumental
behind a lot of attacks and his pin-point passing also set up many counter attacks. Their defenders sat
deep and were drawing opposition midfielders up in the pitch to make free spaces for quick counters
and put their forwards in a dangerous 3vs3 situation. The tactic of pressing high up the field worked
excellently in the final when they unsettled Paraguay’s key play-maker Nestor Ortigoza, and didn’t allow
him to dictate the pace of the game.

Tackling the Perez Red Card
Uruguay mostly consisted of tireless players like Diego Perez, Arevalo Rios or Maxi Pereira. Perez was
the heart of these three. After he got sent off during the Argentina match, Tabárez tackled the
numerical disadvantage by installing a narrow diamond shape in the midfield with Forlan at the tip and
Rios at the bottom, allowing spaces at the flank. The full-backs didn’t press at the flanks, rather waited
deep, allowing their midfielders to fall back and helped in defending.

What Went Wrong: Thin Defending
Uruguay suffered a lot. Inspired by Messi, Argentina exposed a lot of flaws in the system of the Uruguay
team. Their high pressing game up on the field left a thin defense on the other side. Quick switch of
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game play easily exploits the flaw. Apart from that, closing down in the midfield left a huge gap between
the midfield and defense lines. A slightly higher line of defense could possibly be a solution, a strategy
that Tabárez was not prepared to risk, given that his defenders weren’t pacy enough.

Future: Brighter
The way Uruguay has been playing under Óscar Tabárez is inspirational. After reaching the semi-final in
2007 Copa America and 2010 World Cup, they are now the emperors of South American football. With
the current statistics and form, they may achieve another World Cup glory. The primary concern for
Tabárez, however, would be to find an appropriate replacement for Diego Forlan, who will be 35 in
2014. Diego Perez, who had an excellent Copa, will be 34 and the centre-back Lugano will be 33. Tabárez
has a versatile pool of talent and the qualifiers will be the stage for experiments.

Is this a trend?
The chaotic imbalance of the recently held Copa raises some issues worthy of discussion. This
tournament was not for those who came to watch free flowing football. It was a tournament of tactical
formations, of pragmatic formations and approach over Jogo Bonito. Although in the last two editions of
the tournament, we witnessed a goal flurry (an average of more than 3 goals per game), Copa 2011 had
barely 2 goals per match (2.07 goals per game).
Most of the managers used double pivot system to protect their defense and installed a ‘safety first’
attitude. Other than this, one more topic that begs asking is - what is the preferred model for a national
team: possession football or direct approach. In recent times, Barcelona has established their superiority
by their possession oriented football game. How effective is that for a national side? The answer is
doubtful. The following graph shows the possession %age of the teams in the Copa 2011, where the 4
teams who were eliminated in the Quarter Final, top the list.

Even in the final, Uruguay’s more direct approach with 37% ball possession, overpowered possession
game of Paraguay. To draw another comparison with Barcelona, it is not how long you keep the ball but
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what you do with that. The smarter teams can do without less possession but discipline, organization
and spirit must remain top notch.
The Copa America 2011 may have been a dull event in the perspective of goals scored and dearth of free
flowing attacking football, it was a tactical lesson on how to combat effectively with limited resources.
Srinwantu Dey is a football student and loves to analyse the game tactically. He can be reached
@srinwantudey
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What’s with Argentina?
A loyal fan’s perspective of Argentine football in the last quarter century
The 1986 World Cup was a memorable event in more ways than one. The tournament was pulled off
beautifully, albeit the skepticism surrounding Mexico hosting the tournament following the devastating
earthquake. The kind of football on display that year was matchless. Nations like West Germany, Brazil,
France, Spain, Denmark, Belgium, England and Uruguay along with the champions, produced superlative
football that year. Several players like Zico, Platini, Littbarski, Butragueño, Laudrup (Michael), Scifo,
Linekar and Francescoli left a lasting impression ; however one man rose above the rest to attain a
‘God’-ly status.
The following World Cup, four years hence, was a different ball game altogether for Argentina. Although
they managed to make it to the final, after much struggle, Andreas Brehme’s penalty made West
Germany taste its sweet revenge of 1986. The final game was appropriately described by George Vecsey
of The New York Times as, ‘Winning Ugly, Losing Ugly, Just Plain Ugly’. The 1994 World Cup witnessed an
unfortunate exit of a great football playing nation. The team had been a tad disoriented post the
suspension of their talismanic leader and Gheorghe Hagi’s Romania probably had played their game of
the tournament to eliminate Argentina.
The last time Argentina senior team won a title was the 1993 Copa America. It’s been eighteen long
years now. Is the team falling back owing to a dearth of talent? Winning 5 FIFA World Youth
Championships (now FIFA U-20 World Cup) between 1995 and 2007 and 2 successive Olympic gold
medals in 2004 and 2008 might suggest otherwise. Argentines are dominating the international club
football scene for some years now; however, there seems to be some issues within the national team,
right from the selection process to the manner of play on the pitch. Fans back home in Argentina blame
it on the Argentine Football Association (AFA) president
Julio Grondona. Grondona had taken over as the
president of AFA following the World Cup triumph in
1978, and the 1986 World Cup win had cemented his
position at AFA. Recent allegations against him suggest
he is running it as a personal business for the last 15
years or so. He’s got the media and the general people
to back him by having the manager include several
popular players into the team, without much care for the team strategy. Grondona has plans to recontest in the forthcoming AFA elections due in October. There was a protest demonstration held on
August 2, in front of the AFA offices in Buenos Aires demanding Grondona’s resignation.
One may wonder how far the allegation surrounding Grondona is true. Let’s consider this year’s Copa
America. Carlos Tevez was initially not a part of manager Sergio Batista’s plan. In the friendly matches
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held prior to the Copa, Tevez was left out. Could be because he once refused to play for the national
team or could be Batista, having already worked with many of the players in the current squad in
Olympic 2008, didn’t find a specific role for Tevez in the team. However, for the Copa, Tevez was named
in the starting line-up in the first 2 games. There is no denying that Tevez is supremely talented and had
a great season at Manchester City, albeit the tactical chemistry not being fluid between him and the rest
of the players. The allegation here is Tevez being the most popular national team player back in
Argentina, Grondona had instructed Batista to include him in the team and in honoring the president,
the manager sacrificed his original plan and we found a lacklustre team in the first 2 games.
After a few brilliant matches in each tournament, the players pretty much resembled the NBA players
from the movie Space Jam, who, devoid of skills after the aliens take away their power, moved about
like zombies, lifeless; without any chemistry, cohesion or tactic, they stepped over each other’s feet, out
of position, and with no leader in the middle.
One concern, however, has been common since the 1998 World Cup - that of inappropriate selection of
players and / or playing them in unsuitable positions. Surprisingly, not only the coaches, but Grondona,
the media and the fans, have always demanded certain players to play and more often than not these
players have been brought in at the middle of a crisis when the chances of failure have been high. And
once that happens, then the media starts blasting the players and as a consequence, they get so
emotionally drained that they find it tough to recover.
In the 1998 World Cup, Argentina’s (and arguably Real Madrid’s as well) then
best player was left at home because of his long hair! Everybody demanded
Ariel Ortega; he made a mistake, and got all the blame while the manager,
Daniel Pasarella still had every chance to destroy River Plate by hiring Juan
José "J. J." López.
River Plate’s relegation this year is ample testimony to where Argentine
football has reached. AFA has a plan to merge first and second divisions the
next 6 months. This apparently is Grondona’s plan to get the votes of the
second division clubs. The project is on hold for now and a topic for a separate discussion.
In the 2002 World Cup, manager Marcelo Bielsa left Juan Román Riquelme, Javier Saviola and Santiago
Solari, and got 35 year old Claudio Caniggia in the team. Fernando Redondo was ignored once again
although he was the player of the match against Brazil at Buenos Aires in 1999 where Argentina won 2-0
under Bielsa. There was Pablo Aimar, who was flourishing at Valencia, having made it to two consecutive
UEFA Champions League finals in 2000 and 2001 and at the time, acknowledged as one of the most
creative players around. Aimar needed the World Cup to cement his status as an Argentine great, but he
was benched. Bielsa got him in when it was too late, in the must win last group stage game against
Sweden and put him in the central midfield alongside Ortega, a situation where he was more likely to
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fail, and he did. In the earlier games against Nigeria and England, he was used merely as a substitute.
The same people who had demanded his inclusion later felt that he may not be that good. Aimar was
never the same again; in fact he didn’t get a decent opportunity to redeem himself. A player who could
have been one of the greatest in his generation was set up for failure by external circumstances, and
then hung out to dry. However, Bielsa who had an equal, if not greater responsibility came out with his
reputation intact, in spite of not managing to survive the group stages of the tournament.
2006 was complicated. Manager José Pekerman, the man behind the success in the World Youth
Championship, looked all set to carry it to the senior level. For some reason, he left Javier Zanetti and
Walter Samuel at home. Hernán Crespo and Saviola played with great chemistry. Many wanted Tevez
and Lionel Messi to start although they were better off as super-subs against tiring oppositions. In the
quarter-final against Germany, Tevez started instead of Saviola, as Pekerman gave in to the popular
demand. The chemistry between Saviola and Crespo could not be recreated by Tevez. Notwithstanding
the issues, Argentina scored early in the second half and looked all set to progress beyond the Quarter
Final stage for the first time since 1990. However, the good deed was undone by a momentary lapse of
reason by Pekerman. He took off Crespo and Riquelme to bring in Julio Cruz and Esteban Cambiasso.
One may have felt that Argentina is leading and needs to consolidate their defense and justify
Cambiasso’s introduction, but with Riquelme's departure, the team lost its key player, who was holding
the team together and channelising the play from midfield. To this date, Argentine fans fail to
comprehend Pekerman’s rationale behind Julio Cruz's introduction, while the likes of Messi and Saviola
were made to cool their heels on the bench. Cruz was not even a regular at Inter Milan.
2010 was more like seeing the nation go on a suicide mission; one couldn’t possibly do much to prevent
it with someone like Diego Maradona at the helm. Maradona, the magician with the ball, was never
quite known for his tactical ability. Zanetti was once again ignored, when he could have been the ideal
leader at the pitch, and this was perhaps also the time to have Cambiasso in the team, especially due to
what they had achieved at Inter Milan that season. Argentina won all the group games and the 2nd round
against Mexico, but the portents were visible with the team being too much dependant on Messi.
Predictably, Argentina were badly found wanting against the tactically sound Germans and went out
with a whimper.
Messi’s goal scoring statistics for the club and the national team is so in contrast that critics find it easy
to put the sole blame on him. Thankfully he is still quite young and a powerhouse of talent. But if the
‘blame it on Leo’ game continues, the young man may find the burden beyond his scope to tackle, and
consequently Argentina may lose arguably one of the best players to have touched the ball. The
manager needs to ease the pressure and provide him with more space to play. Apparently, a convenient
solution might be to have Messi take over as the leader. There, however, lies a fundamental flaw in
such a thought process. Messi to me is not a born leader. Javier Mascherano, the only footballer with 2
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Olympic gold medals, is clearly not an ideal leader either. Neither is his performance awe-inspiring nor
does he maintain a stable head on his shoulder.
Well, it’s indeed been a difficult couple of decades for Argentina fans. I have spent many a painful night
seeing Argentina choking at critical moments - be it in the World Cup, the Copa America or the
Confederations Cup since 1993. There were times when my wife could gauge the outcome of an
Argentina game from my sleeping posture. It was not until I read Orhan Pamuk that I learnt how severe
pain has its way of being manifested. It’s like acid-filled grenades exploding in my veins as I sort through
my bundle of fond memories with the way the team may have played in the past; distracting myself,
briefly and intermittently, until the same memories would propel me deeper into the void.
I am greatly concerned about this national team’s future. Most people are looking forward to Javier
Pastore. The question is, do we really want him to play in such dire conditions? I see 2002 all over again,
Pastore is the new Aimar now. If he fails to live up to the expectations of his followers, fans may look out
for another target like Erik Lamela.
Alejandro Sabella has been confirmed as the
Argentina coach until after the 2014 World
Cup finals, contingent on Argentina qualifying
for the tournament. Is he the right man? We
would like to hope so. His managerial stint
with Estudiantes de La Plata, where he won
the 2009 Copa Libertadores, earned him a lot
of respect. But he needs to be given time and
space which may not be a real possibility with
Grondona and his men running the show.
I am not too sure what might ensue as a consequence to the protest against Grondona. Argentine
football needs to revive drastically; else one of the best generations of footballers would be
overshadowed by other football playing nations. I’d rather let Grondona, the media and fans take the
blame for the current state of affairs. A revamp of the domestic league could perhaps keep more
Argentines at home, and help improve the coordination among them and compassion for the country.
Argentina national team needs a capable coach who can make the right decisions. With more able
leaders, this nation is bound to recover from this abysmal state and relive the golden times.
Indranath Mukherjee follows South American and European football. Apart from Football, Film and
Music keep him going. You can follow him on twitter @indranath
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Goalden Times

Scout’s Corner
Born: 07 October, 1990
Height: 1.98m (6 ft 6in)
Weight: 75kg
Position: Central Defender
Worth: 2.5m €
Transfer fee (possibly): 6-7m€
Current Club: Nacional (Uruguay)

Sebastian Coates
The 20 year old Sebastian Coates made his international debut for Uruguay in the Copa America and has
proved to be amongst the most promising Uruguayan defenders in his first chance at international
football. That says a lot when one of his fellow central defenders was Captain Diego Lugano.
Coates first came to limelight when in August 2010, a news article claimed that he had been signed by
AC Milan and would join the club in January 2011. Ultimately that deal did not come through but the
fact that this 19 year old (at that time) is special was evident.
Milan would have liked what they saw in Coates in the 2009 South American Youth Championships in
Venezuela, where Uruguay finished 3rd but managed to top their qualifying group over the likes of
Brazil, Paraguay and Chile. In the final group (top 3 teams from initial group went into final group to
decide champions), Uruguay defeated the likes of Argentina and Colombia too. In the domestic front,
Coates was part of the Nacional team, that finished 2nd behind Penarol in 2009-10 (his debut season)
and won the Uruguayan Primera Division in 2010-11. Coates played outstandingly for his age.
Tournament
U-20 World Cup, 2009
U-20 South American
Championship, 2009
Nacional 2009-10 season
Nacional 2010-11 season
Copa America 2011

Matches
Played
4
6

Goals/
Assists
0/0
0/0

Fouls
Committed
1
0

Fouls
Suffered
4
0

Yellow Cards/
Red Cards
1/0
2/0

28
27
5

2/0
1/1
0/0

14
26
3

13
22
5

9/1
5/0
3/0

(Data courtesy soccernet.espn.com)

His performances in his debut international tournament, the Copa America, have already earned him
“Best Young Player” of the tournament. And one can allude that it was primarily due to his performance
that Uruguay never sweated on the defense except for the match against Argentina in the quarter final,
incidentally a match that Coates missed due to a suspension. Assured as a sweeper in a 3 man defense
or part of an orthodox 4 man backline, Coates impressed everyone. His marking and tackling skills are
superb. He is comfortable on crosses and aerial balls, his height being a definite advantage but more
importantly, Coates has a keen positional sense. All these factors together are responsible for him only
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committing 3 fouls in 5 matches in the Copa. In a nutshell, he has evidenced all the qualities to being a
top central defender.
The 20 year old is expected to move to Europe very soon and at this moment, clubs interested in him
include Liverpool, Manchester City, reigning Copa Libertadores champion Sao Paolo and a top Italian
side (expected to be Juventus or Udinese). One can only say that Milan may have missed out on a top
talent last year.
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English Premier League – A Preview
Arsenal FC
Nickname: The Gunners
Manager: Arsene Wenger
Stadium: Emirates Stadium
Players in: Gervinho (Lille, £10.6 million), Francis Coquelin (Lorient), Pedro Botelho (FC Cartagena),
Armand Traoré (Juventus), Carl Jenkinson (Charlton, £990k), Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain (Southampton,
£12.14 million)
Players out: Jens Lehmann (End of career), Mark Randall (Chesterfield, free transfer), Gaël Clichy (Man
City, £6.82 million), Denílson (São Paulo), Jay Emmanuel-Thomas (Ipswich, £1.1 million), Pedro Botelho
(Rayo Vallecano)
Last season’s league position: 4th
Season’s predictions: When Arsene Wenger took over the North London club, fans were clamouring for
more attacking football. "One-nil to the Arsenal" was the chant of the day, but the fans wanted more. 15
years on and Arsenal play some of the most attractive football in the Premier League, but, crucially, it
doesn't quite get the job done. Arsenal conceded the highest percentage of goals from set pieces last
term, and this will have to be corrected in order for them to get back to challenging for the title once
more. The seemingly never-ending transfer saga of club captain Cesc Fabregas, and the results of the
dissatisfaction of Samir Nasri will also go a long way to deciding how strong a challenge the Londoners
can mount this season. Signing a strong, commanding centre-back like Robert Huth (Stoke City) or
Christopher Samba (Blackburn Rovers) that takes no prisoners would help immensely. Look for Arsene
to avoid signing one of those types, and for Arsenal to flatter early, but fade away by February-March.
Top 4 finish will be a struggle this season.

Final Verdict: 5th
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Aston Villa
Nickname: Villains
Manager: Alex McLeish
Stadium: Villa Park
Players in: Shay Given (Manchester City, £3.5m), Charles N'zogbia (Wigan Athletic, £9.5m)
Players out:

Stewart Downing(Liverpool, £20), Ashley Young (Manchester United, £16m), Brad

Friedel(Tottenham,

free), Nigel

Reo-Coker(released), John

Carew (released),Moustapha

Salifou (released), Robert Pires (released), Isaiah Osbourne(released), Harry Forrester (released), Arsenio
Halfhuid (released).
Last season’s league position: 9th
Season’s predictions: After a rocky start last season, due to the departure of Martin O'Neill, Villa did
well to finish the season in the top half. Having lost two of their key players, Ashley Young and Stewart
Downing to Manchester United and Liverpool respectively, the Villains will do well to equal or better
their accomplishments last season. New manager Alex McLeish will instill some defensive cohesion so
look for Aston Villa to build from the back this season. Having crossed the divide in England's 2nd city
only 2 months ago, McLeish will also have to work hard to win over the fans. His every mistake will be
scrutinized intensely. Top half finish will be difficult, look for Villa to finish between 10th and 12th.

Final Verdict: 10th
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Blackburn Rovers
Nickname: Rovers
Manager: Steve Kean
Stadium: Ewood Park
Players in: David Goodwillie (Dundee United, £2m), Tom Hitchcock (Blackburn Rovers U18), Radosav
Petrovic (Partizan, £ 2 million)
Players out: Phil Jones(Manchester United, £16.5 million),Frank Fielding (Derby, £400k), Jordan Bowen
(released), Jason Brown (released), Zurab Khizanishvili(released), Maceo Rigters (released), Michael
Potts (released), Benjani Mwarurawi (released), Aaron Doran (Inverness Cal.), Michael Potts (York City,
released), Zurab Khizanishvili (Kayserispor, released), Jermaine Jones (Schalke 04)
Last season’s league position: 15th
Season’s predictions: Steve Kean will have a lot to live up to in his first full season in charge of Blackburn
Rovers. He claims his team has what it takes – backed in no small part by their money-laden Indian
owners – to reach the hallowed regions of the Champions League qualification spots in 4 years. He will
have to do it without Phil Jones, sold to Manchester United for a hearty 16.5 million pounds. And might
have to do it without the services of Christopher Samba as well, who is a target of Arsenal. With misfit
Senegalese forward, El Hadji Diouf still AWOL, Kean will have a big decision to make even if the talented
frontman returns. Narrowly avoiding relegation only on the last day of last season, Blackburn will be
lucky if they can better their accomplishment of 15th next season.

Final Verdict: 15th
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Bolton Wanderers
Nickname: Trotters
Manager: Owen Coyle
Stadium: Reebok Stadium
Players in: Nigel Reo-Coker (Aston Villa, free transfer), Darren Pratley (Swansea, free transfer), Tyrone
Mears (Burnley, £ 1.5 million), Chris Eagles (Burnley, £ 1.5 million)
Players out: Johan Elmander (Galatasaray, released), Jlloyd Samuel (released), Joey O'Brien (West Ham,
released), Ali Al-Habsi (Wigan, £ 3.8 million), Danny Ward (Huddersfield, £ 110k), Matthew Taylor (West
Ham, £ 2.2 million), Sam Sheridan (Stockport, released), Tamir Cohen (Maccabi Haifa, released)
Last season’s league position: 14th
Season’s predictions: The wanderers should have done a lot better last season than their 14th position
concluded. They were often a very entertaining, yet solid team. Owen Coyle's style of passing the ball
along the turf took some time to get going, considering where Bolton's tendencies were coming from.
The loss of on-loan star Daniel Sturridge will reduce the attacking flair somewhat, and therefore it will be
difficult for Bolton to consolidate a good first season under Coyle, and push on for a top half finish.

Final Verdict: 16th
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Chelsea
Nickname: The Blues
Manager: Andre Villas-Boas
Stadium: Stamford Bridge
Players in: Thibaut Courtois (£7.8m, Genk), Lucas Piazón (São Paulo Futebol Clube B, £ 6.6 million), Sam
Walker (Northampton), Slobodan Rajkovic (Vitesse), Matej Delac (Vitesse), Oriol Romeu (Barcelona B, £
4.4 million), Romelu Lukaku (RSC Anderlecht, £ 19.36 million)
Players out: Jack Cork (Southampton, £740k), Michael Mancienne (Hamburg, £2.2m), Jacopo Sala
(Hamburg, undisclosed), Gokhan Tore (Hamburg, undisclosed), Sam Hutchinson(released), Carl Magnay
(released), Jan Sebek (released), Danny Philliskirk (released), Jeffrey Bruma(Hamburg, two-season loan),
Sam Walker (Northampton Town, loan), Fabio Borini (Parma), Nemanja Matic (Benfica Lissab., £ 4.4
million), Thibaut Courtois (Atlético Madrid, loan), Yuri Zhirkov (Anzhi, £ 13.2 million)
Last season’s league position: 2nd
Season’s predictions: The end of another season, and the end of another manager's reign at Roman
Abramovich's favourite boardgame. Andre Vilas-Boas steps in, fresh from leading Porto to the treble of
the League, Portuguese Cup and Europa League Titles; much like his former mentor and boss, Jose
Mourinho. It would seem like the script is written for Vilas-Boas, as he's almost mirrored the movements
of the 'Special One' in moving from success at Porto to uncertainty at Chelsea. On paper, Vilas-Boas fits
the bill to herald a similar sort of renaissance to Chelsea as the man who will likely be his greatest
challenger in his first season, Sir Alex Ferguson. The question on everyone's lips is: will he be allowed the
time to prove his worth? Should Vilas-Boas find a way to release the pent-up goal scoring frustrations of
Fernando Torres, and mastermind a way to have the Spaniard fit into a team and system that didn't
necessarily need his services, Chelsea could well be on their way to success. AVB is likely to have Chelsea
battling with Manchester United, Liverpool and Manchester City for the title this season.

Final Verdict: 4th
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Everton FC
Nickname: The Toffees
Manager: David Moyes
Stadium: Goodison Park
Players in: Eric Dier (Sporting, loan), Joseph Yobo (Fenerbahce), Ross Barkley (Everton Res.)
Players out: James Vaughan(Norwich, £2m), Kieran Agard(released), Hope Akpan (released), Luke Dobie
(released), Iain Turner(released), Nathan Craig (released),Gerard Kinsella (released), Lee McArdle
(released), John Nolan (Stockport County, free)
Last season’s league position: 7th
Season’s predictions: Arsene Wenger is known to be a shrewd economist, but surely David Moyes is the
best manager around at doing a lot with nothing. Everton consistently have no money to use in the
transfer market, yet they tend to always pack quite a punch. Should the injury bug avoid the Toffees'
dressing room for the most part this season, Everton are more than capable of snatching a European
spot come May 2012. Key players like Louis Saha, Marouane Fellaini, Mikel Arteta and Leighton Baines
all have to remain fit for the Toffees to remain in contention for European spots. Known to be
notoriously slow starters, watch out for Everton getting it right from early and becoming a major threat
to those seeking European births from as early as August. Top 7 finish may not seem likely, but surely
the worst of their injuries are past them.

Final Verdict: 7th
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Fulham FC
Nickname: The Cottagers
Manager: Martin Jol
Stadium: Craven Cottage
Players in: Dan Burn (Darlington, undisclosed), David Stockdale (Ipswich), Csaba Somogyi (Rakospalotai
EAC, undisclosed),John Arne Riise (Roma, £2.46m), Marcel Gecov (Slovan Liberec, £704k), Pajtim Kasami
(Palermo, £3.3m)
Players out: Zoltan Gera (released), Diomansy Kamara (released), John Pantsil (released), Eddie Johnson
(released), Matthew Saunders (released), David Stockdale (Ipswich, loan), Jonathan Greening (Nottm
Forest, £ 616k), Kagisho Dikgacoi (Crystal Palace, £590k)
Last season’s league position: 8th
Season’s predictions: Attack! Attack! Attack! Fulham's new manager, Martin Jol, is well known in the
Premier League and tends to prefer attack to defence. Fulham already have a solid core of Hangeland,
Dempsey and Danny Murphy. Even if the former Merseyside Red is on the wane of his career, he may
still fit enough for one last hurrah. The return of Bobby Zamora to the side will seem like a new signing,
and if the big England man can reclaim the form he showed in the 09-10 season, Fulham should be able
to find themselves somewhere between 9th and 11th this season.

Final Verdict: 11th
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Liverpool
Nickname: The Reds
Manager: Kenny Dalglish
Stadium: Anfield
Players in: Stewart Downing (Aston Villa, £20m), Jordan Henderson (Sunderland, £15.84 million), Charlie
Adam (Blackpool, £7.40 million), Alexander Doni (Roma, free transfer)
Players out: Jason Banton (released), Deale Chamberlain (released), Douglas Cooper (released), Sean
Highdale (released), Steven Irwin (released), Nikola Saric (released), Paul Konchesky(Leicester City,
£1.5m), Stephen Darby (Rochdale, loan), Péter Gulácsi (Hull, loan), Thomas Ince (Blackpool, £ 57k), Milan
Jovanovic (RSC Anderlecht, £ 704k)
Last season’s league position: 6th
Season’s predictions: He huffed, and he puffed, and he blew their house down. Sir Alex Ferguson
accomplished his self-assigned goal of 'knocking Liverpool off their perch' by claiming a 19th title and
sitting atop the list of English League title winners. However, this could prove to be a blessing in disguise
for Kenny Dalglish's Liverpool. King Kenny will be into his second season of attempting to break
Liverpool's jinx and carry the Kop to a league title for the first time since 1990. Having sold Fernando
Torres to Chelsea in January for a whopping 50 million pounds, and replaced him with Andy Carroll (35
million) and Luis Suarez (22.8 million), Dalglish began constructing a new-look forward line which he
hopes will help to bring the glory days back to the Kop. Following on those January moves, Liverpool
have already brought in Jordan Henderson (Sunderland), Charlie Adam (Blackpool) and Stewart Downing
(Aston Villa) to provide more youth, vision and width respectively. Dalglish will need more time to
complete the rebuilding process, but perhaps the removal of the crown of being England's most
successful team will lift a weight off the players' shoulders and allow them to play with more freedom
and less pressure. Look for Liverpool to battle it out with Manchester City and Chelsea for spots behind
Manchester United.

Final Verdict: 3rd
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Manchester City
Nickname: The Citizens
Manager: Roberto Mancini
Stadium: City of Machester Stadium
Players in: Stefan Savic (Partizan Belgrade, £10.5), Gael Clichy (Arsenal, £7 million), Sergio Aguero
(Atletico Madrid, £39.6 million), Costel Pantilimon (Poli. Timisoara, £5.72 million)
Players out: Jerome Boateng (Bayern Munich, £11.8m), Shay Given (Aston Villa, £3.3 million) Patrick
Vieira (end of career), Shaleum Logan (Brentford, released), Scott Kay (Macclesfield, released), Andrew
Tutte (Rochdale, released), David Gonzalez (Aberdeen, loan), James Poole (Hartpool, released), Jo
(Internacional), Kieran Trippier (Burnley, loan)
Last season’s league position: 3rd
Season’s predictions: Manchester City has a lot of expectations to live up to in their first season in the
Champions League. Having piped Arsenal for 3rd last season, they avoid the tricky playoff games and
step directly into the CL Group Stage Draw. In addition to this 1st bite of the Champions League cherry,
City's fans will be hoping for continued improvement on their league position, and hence a challenge for
the title. They certainly have the money to back any of those ambitions. And having already brought in
Sergio Aguero for a club record 39.6million pounds, there's speculation they could still acquire Samir
Nasri from Arsenal to bolster an already bulging attacking lineup. Can they avoid a letdown after their
first successful season in 34 years? The ongoing Carlos Tevez Saga as well as the turbulent nature of
Mario Balotelli is not helping their pre-season preparations. But, do expect them to battle it out with
Chelsea and Liverpool for the challenger spots to Manchester United.

Final Verdict: 2nd
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Manchester Utd
Nickname: Red Devils
Manager: Sir Alex Ferguson
Stadium: Old Trafford
Players in: Ashley Young (Aston Villa, £16m), Phil Jones (Blackburn Rovers, £16.5 million), David De
Gea (Atletico Madrid, £17 million)
Players out: Owen Hargreaves (released), Edwin van der Sar (end of career), Gary Neville (end of
career), Paul Scholes (end of career), Gabriel Obertan (Newcastle, £300k), Wes Brown (Sunderland,
£1.3m), John O'Shea (Sunderland, £3.9m), Rober Brady (Hull, loan), Richie de Laet (Norwich, loan), Bebe
(Besiktas, loan), Ritchie De Laet (Norwich City, loan), Joe Dudgeon (Hull, £ 84k), Corry Evans (Hull, £
502k), Ryan Tunnicliffe (Peterborough, loan), Scott Wootton (Peterborough, loan), Nicky Ajose
(Peterborough, £ 300k),
Last season’s league position: 1st
Season’s predictions: Champions and favourites to retain. Manchester United are coming off a record
breaking 19th title winning season, but ironically, rarely looked like champions of old in 2010-2011. Their
away from was some of the worst for a league champion in English football history, yet they churned
out the results needed to become worthy Champions in the end. Having seen Edwin van der Sar, Gary
Neville and Paul Scholes hang up their boots, along with Owen Hargreaves being released, Wes Brown
and John O'Shea moving on, Sir Alex has strengthened his squad with the youthful additions of
goalkeeper David De Gea and versatile defender Phil Jones, as well as the proven talent of Ashley Young
to provide competition for Antonio Valencia and Nani on the wings. Those may be all the signings United
fans can hope for this summer, however. That said, United played largely below their standards last
season, and the current additions to the squad certainly add enough quality to help the favourites for
this year's title get back to some of their best performances.

Final Verdict: 1st
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Newcastle
Nickname: The Magpies
Manager: Alan Pardew
Stadium: St. James’ Park
Players in: Yohan Cabaye (Lille, £4.4 million), Demba Ba (West Ham, free), Sylvain Marveaux (Rennes,
free), Gabriel Obertan (Manchester United, £3 million)
Players out: Kevin Nolan (West Ham, £2.9 million), Sol Campbell (released), Shefki Kuqi (released),
Patrick McLaughlin (released), Ben Tozer (released)
Last season’s league position: 12th
Season’s predictions: Football is not only a wonderful game played on the pitch any more - it is a
business today played in the cool conference rooms. This was proved by the transfer of Andy Carrol –
Newcastle’s leading striker and capturing the imagination of a nation rapidly – to Liverpool last season. It
remains to be seen how wisely (if, at all) they can spend the money earned from this transfer to
strengthen their squad. They seem more inclined to selling players for some weird reasons. Joey Barton,
one of the most prolific players in the EPL last season, had done enough to get a national call up but has
been showed the door forcibly. Jose Enrirue is also likely joining the Reds on Merseyside. Not much to
cheer about so far, except for the ever so loud Toon Army. Prediction - With Kevin Nolan also leaving,
life is going to be tough for them. Lower mid-table finish in the range of 12-16 seems more likely.

Final Verdict: 13th
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Norwich City
Nickname: The Canaries
Manager: Paul Lambert
Stadium: Carrow Road
Players in: James Vaughan (Everton, £2m), Steve Morison (Millwall, £2.5m), Elliott Bennett (Brighton,
£1.5m), Ritchie De Laet (Manchester United, loan), Anthony Pilkington (Huddersfield, £1m), Bradley
Johnson (Leeds, free transfer), Kyle Naughton (Tottenham, loan)
Players out: Matt Gill (Bristol, released), Jens Berthel Askou (released), Sam Habergham (released), Luke
Daley (Plymouth, £ 44k), Owain Tudur Jones (Inverness Cal., released), Luke Daley (Plymouth, £ 44k),
Owain Tudur Jones (Inverness Cal., released)
Last season’s league position: Promoted from Championship, 2nd place
Season’s predictions: Welcome to the top flight after 8 years, but be ready for a dogfight. Norwich has
made giant strides by winning back to back promotions to reach this far, but the meteoritic pace may be
a bit too much for their own good. Like any Championship club, they work on a shoe tight budget and it
remains to be seen how much Paul Lambert can extract from his inexperience side. The chairman says
"17th will be absolutely fine" – it will be difficult to go even that far I guess.

Final Verdict: 19th
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Queens Park Rangers
Nickname: The Hoops
Manager: Neil Warnock
Stadium: Loftus Road
Players in: Jay Bothroyd (Cardiff, free), Kieron Dyer (West Ham, free), Danny Gabbidon (West Ham,
free), D. J. Campbell (Blackpool, £ 1.76 million)
Players out: Lee Brown (Bristol Rovers, released), Pascal Chimbonda (released), Mikele Leigertwood
(Reading, released), Joe Oastler (Torquay, released), Josh Parker (Oldham, released), , Georgias Tofas
(Anagennisi Derynia, released)
Last season’s league position: Promoted from Championship, 1st place
Season’s predictions: Another Championship club finding it hard to rope in quality players to bolster its
squad. Especially after a fall out with one of the main co-owners, the Mittals, it is unknown how much
budget Neil Warnock would be given to work with. They have a solid defence, masterminded by Neil
Warnock to suit his style of tactical play. Now it will be tested in the grind of EPL week-in week-out. If
they can manage to get a striker to score at least 10 goals a season, they can finish in the mid table
holding their heads high.

Final verdict: 14
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Stoke City
Nickname: The Potters
Manager: Tony Pulis
Stadium: Britannia Stadium
Players in: Jonathan Woodgate (Tottenham, free transfer), Matthew Upson (West Ham, free transfer)
Players out: Abdoulaye Faye (West Ham, released), Eidur Gudjohnsen (AEK FC, released), Ibrahima
Sonko (released), Carl Dickinson (Watford, £250k)
Last season’s league position: 13th
Season’s predictions: Have a good solid squad but it will be difficult to move up the ladder in this ever
improving league. Taking the Potters any further is doubtful and might prove the toughest to date
unless Pulis can refresh and revitalise his squad. Prediction: Some boring mid table finish.

Final Verdict: 12th
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Sunderland
Nickname: Black Cats
Manager: Steve Bruce
Stadium: Stadium of Lights
Players in: Sebastian Larsson (Birmingham, free), Kieren Westwood (Coventry, free), Connor Wickham
(Ipswich, £8 million), Craig Gardner (Birmingham, £5.8 million), Ji Dong-won (Chunnam Dragons, £2.1
million), Wes Brown (Manchester United, £1.3 million), John O'Shea (Manchester United, £3.9 million),
David Vaughan (Blackpool, free), Ahmed Elmohamady (Enppi, £ 2.2 million)
Players out: Jordan Henderson (Liverpool, £15.8 million), Steed Malbranque (Saint-Étienne, released),
Cristian Riveros (Kayserispor, loan), Bolo Zenden (released), Michael Kay (released), Nathan Luscombe
(Hartpool, released), Daniel Madden (released), Robert Weir (released), Nathan Wilson (released),
Mvoto Jean-Yves (Oldham, released)
Last season’s league position: 10th
Season’s predictions: Busiest team of the season by far with as many as 9 recruits. Selling Henderson for
a whopping $20 million is utilized well by Steve Bruce to rope in a good mix of experienced Premiere
League players - the duo from Manchester United was a real bargain. One of the most improved teams
over the last 2 seasons. Prediction – A Europa cup spot will be the least the gaffer would be looking for.

Final Verdict: 6th
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Swansea Athletic FC
Nickname: The Swans
Manager: Brendan Rodgers
Stadium: Liberty Stadium
Players in: Danny Graham (Watford, £3.5 million), Jose Moreira (Benfica, £750k), Leroy Lita
(Middlesbrough, £1.7 million), Steven Caulker (Spurs, free transfer), Wayne Routledge (Newcastle, £2.86
million)
Players out: Dorus de Vries (Wolves, released), Cedric van der Gun (released), Albert Serrán (AEK
Larnaca, released), Jamie Grimes (released), Kerry Morgan (Neath FC, released), Darren Pratley (Bolton,
released), Yves Makaba-Makalamby (released), Gorka Pintado (released)
Last season’s league position: Promoted from Championship, playoffs
Season’s predictions: First team from Wales to enter top flight football since the Premiere League was
set up. They seem to have enough attacking flair in new signing Championship top goal-scorer Danny
Graham, pace of ex-Premier League winger Scott Sinclair, and new signing of Jose Moreira. But their
defence, which performed above expectation last time round, holds the key for the survival in top flight.
Prediction – Relegation confirmed by March.

Final Verdict: 18th
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Tottenham Hotspur
Nickname: Spurs
Manager: Harry Redknapp
Stadium: White Heart lane
Players in: Brad Friedel (Aston Villa, free), Souleymane Coulibaly (Siena, undisclosed)
Players out: Jonathan Woodgate (released), Jamie O'Hara (Wolves, £5m), Bongani Khumalo (Reading,
loan)
Last season’s league position: 5th
Season’s predictions: Will be pushed to the limits by a rejuvenated Liverpool, big spending Manchester
City and some strong & determined clubs like Everton, West Brom, Sunderland and Newcastle. Seem to
be quite unsettled by the Modric saga. It may be better to let the player leave. He has already done the
unthinkable by openly criticizing the club president. Otherwise, their season could be hampered as was
the 2nd half of Blackpool's due to Charlie Adam- Liverpool tug of war. Prediction – Will just hang on to a
top 10 finish.

Final Verdict: 9th
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West Bromwich Albion
Nickname: Baggies
Manager: Roy Hodgson
Stadium: The Hawthorns
Players in: Billy Jones (Preston, free transfer), Gareth McAuley (Ipswich, free transfer), Ben Foster
(Birmingham, £ 1million), Zoltán Gera (Fulham, released), Márton Fülöp (Ipswich, free transfer), Shane
Long (Reading, £ 6 million)
Players out: Ryan Allsopp (Millwall, £ 88k), Giles Barnes (Doncstar, released), Abdoulaye Meite (Dijon,
released), Gianni

Zuiverloon (Mallorca,

released), Borja

Valero (Villarreal,

loan

deal

made

permanent), Scott Carson (Bursaspor, £1.9 million), Dean Kiely (End of career)
Last season’s league position: 11th
Season’s predictions: Life at Anfield was like a square block trying to get fit in a circular hole for Roy
Hodgson. It never worked out - the discomfort of leaving up to the expectation of a bigger club was
evident from the out. So, he joined the Baggies. Back to square one – smaller club, little known names,
compact defensive strategy of Hodgson and Baggies saw a revival in their fortune. From languishing in
and around the drop zone before his arrival, Hodgson made a strong surge towards the end of the
season – accepting defeat in only 2 out of its last 12 games – just to miss out on a top half finish.
Prediction – Watch out for them, dark horse for a European spot.

Final Verdict: 8th
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Wigan Athletic
Nickname: The Latics
Manager: Roberto Martínez
Stadium: JJB Stadium
Players in: David Jones (Wolves, free transfer), Ali Al Habsi, (Bolton, £ 3.78 million)
Players out: Antonio Amaya (Real Betis, £ 250k), Jason Koumas (released), Steven Caldwell (Birmingham,
released), Daniel De Ridder (Grasshoppers, released), Joseph Holt (released), Thomas Lambert
(released), Thomas Oakes (released), Abian Serrano Davila (released), Charles N'Zogbia (Aston Villa, £
9.54 million)
Last season’s league position: 16th
Season’s predictions: Last season they survived by the skin of their teeth but things are looking gloomier
day by day. The financial position of the club is in disarray and it means they are forced to sell their best
player, Charles N'Zogbia. Prediction – Will get the wooden spoon.

Final Verdict: 20th
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Wolverhampton Wanderers
Nickname: Wolves
Manager: Mick McCarthy
Stadium: Molineux Stadium
Players in: Jamie O'Hara (Tottenham, £ 5 million), Dorus de Vries (Swansea, free transfer), Roger
Johnson (Birmingham City, £ 7 million)
Players out: Jody Craddock (released), Adriano Basso (Hull, released), John Dunleavy (released), Marcus
Hahnemann (released), David Jones (Wigan, released), Nathan Rooney (AFC Telford United,
released), Steven Mouyokolo (Sochaux, season-long loan), Greg Halford (Portsmouth, £ 880k)
Last season’s league position: 17th
Season’s predictions: Narrowly avoided the drop last year, and will need to invest heavily to avoid
relegation. Newly promoted teams will target Wolves for maximum points and truly speaking, they do
stand a realistic chance of getting that. Prediction – Mick McCarthy is a shrewd tactician but it might be
touch-and-go this time round for him.

Final Verdict: 17th

Debojyoti Chakraborty is a hardcore Manchester United & East Bengal fan. You can reach him at
debojyoti.chakraborty@gmail.com
Manchester United fan since the mid nineties, Dimitri Gooden keeps a watchful eye on what happens in
the EPL and Champions League, shows patriotic support for Jamaica's ‘Reggae Boyz’ and has a place in
his heart for Argentina's National Team. You can reach him on @goodendimz
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Year of Reckoning – Manchester United &
Chelsea
Manchester United and Chelsea have been winning the Barclays Premier League between them for last
half decade. This season too they are expected to challenge each other for the title right down to the
wire. Both clubs have made significant changes to their set up in terms of players or coaching personnel.
What do the fans of these clubs think their prospects this season? We find out.

Manchester United – Looking Forward
So here we are, barely 2 months after the mauling in the Champions
League final by Barcelona, Manchester United is barely a week away
from starting another season at the Hawthorns against West Bromwich
Albion (WBA). The wheel never stops turning; yesterday’s success and
failures are quickly forgotten and there are new challenges to meet in
the future. The nine point difference with which United won the title is
a thing of the past. The atrocious away record and the jaw-dropping
home record are seen as history. In the most of cynical of industries, yesterday’s failures and glories are
cast aside. The painful episode of Wayne Rooney’s October Revolution is quickly forgotten and the
terraces are again singing his songs.
The new season, in contrast, brings innocent hope and aspirations that culminates in the kick-off at
Hawthorns against WBA, and hopefully for Sir Alex, one of the many away victories in the coming
season.

The Squad: A Fresh Look
The new season is also marked by a youthful feeling to United’s squad. In the summer, Sir Alex has spent
more heavily than recent years and overseen a huge turnover in the squad, more than any other season
under the old fox’s watch. The new look United squad is partly due to retirements of Edwin Van Der Sar,
Gary Neville and Paul Scholes and the release of Owen Hargreaves (after 3 years of false hope).
Out go long-serving United players, John O’Shea and Wes Brown. Both became surplus to requirements
after the emergence of the Da Silva twins, Chris Smalling and the addition of Phil Jones sealed their fate.
Goalkeeper Tomasz Kuszczak, now also surplus with Anders Lindegaard being fit and Darron Gibson are
certain to be sold before the transfer window shuts. Mame Biram Diouf will also be sold if the club finds
a suitable buyer for the Senegalese striker who has failed to impress in his stay in English Football.
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Interestingly, the sale of six senior pros has released around 20 Million Pounds of wages/a year from the
Old Trafford. This, more than the raw cash in the banks from the Christiano Ronaldo sale and payment
received from the AON shirt sponsorship deal, has enabled Sir Alex to spend heavily this summer.
In have come three players with age in their side; typical Glazeronomics (Infuriating for some fans, it
means players with a good resale value), the cynics will say.
In David De Gea, Sir Alex has bought a ‘keeper who has genuine promise of becoming the best in the
position. But the Spanish Stopper is not there yet. He is young and talented but there will be mistakes
and

the

United

management

should be patient with the shotstopper. It is a very bold acquisition
nonetheless. In Phil Jones, Sir Alex
has signed a future England star,
team

leader

and

a

flexible

defensive option. There is little
doubt that Sir Alex would have liked to wait one more season with this signing, but as before with
Rooney and Smalling, United was forced into action with interests from other clubs. Finding enough
playing time for the 16 Million Pound acquisition will be one of Sir Alex’s key concerns in the coming
season. Then, there is the acquisition of Ashely Young. This signing has divided opinion within fans and
pundits alike. No doubt Young offers flexibility in attack in various positions. In the 7 years since David
Beckham’s departure, United has lacked a good dead ball specialist and Young brings in the promise of
good deliveries in the box from corners and free-kicks. But it is difficult to see him as anything but a
back-up to Nani and Antonio Valencia. There is a concern that Young offers nothing new but another
wing option and improves the quality of the squad rather than the first team.
Meanwhile returning from loans Danny Welback, Tom Cleverley and Federico Macheda adds a youthful
vigor to United’s squad. Each has enjoyed some amount of success in United’s pre-season tour to the
US.
Two key areas in United’s squad haven’t been addressed, till now. United lack a genuine creative
midfielder and a midfield destroyer who carries the team through difficult phases of a match. The failure
to land any of the one from Luca Modric, Wesley Sneijder or Samir Nasri or for that matter any creative
midfielder is a concern with the United squad.
Then there is the inexplicable failure to replace Owen Hargreaves, leaving Michael Carrick to do the
defensive duties in the center of the park, which he clearly doesn’t relish. With Darren Fletcher’s fitness
problems, Sir Alex’s scouting network will be on a high alert for any options opening up.
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The 2011-12 Season: Looking Forward
Premier League
Domestically United’s pre-eminence was sealed in a superbly professional fashion at the end of the
campaign. The nine point gap did not really tell the whole story of the campaign but arguably United
were worthy winners at the end. Changes have taken place in the summer that alters the dynamics of
the coming season but United are still in a strong position to defend their domestic crown.
The main challengers to United for the title this season are Chelsea, City and Arsenal. Chelsea has
appointed a new manager, again, in 33 year old Andre Villas Boas. He might be a bit inexperienced at
the top level but last season he has overseen a treble wining campaign at Porto so he has enjoyed
success. Chelsea’s chances will depend a lot on how quickly Villas Boas can impose his style of
management on the ageing Chelsea squad, can he make Fernando Torres rediscover his form and make
the Drogba-Torres partnership work? These are questions to ponder about.
Roberto Mancini has assembled a fantastic squad, at Manchester City, that can seriously challenge for
the title and in Sergio Aguero they have added some star dust to the City squad. Whether Tevez stays or
not, City has some frightening attacking options in Aguero, Balotelli, David Silva, Edin Dzeko and Adam
Johnson.
Arsenal’s pre-season has been dogged by the annual Barca-Fabregas saga and to add to that Samir
Nasri’s contractual problems. A lot will depend on what squad Arsenal will finally end up with after 31st
August. They need a quality central defender and have been linked with Christopher Samba and Phil
Jagielka.
As discussed earlier, United has assembled a good but a relatively young squad for the season that
seems good enough to defend the Premier League Title. The back-lined and the strike-force were
United’s strength and it will remain that way for this season too. At the back Van Der Sar (VDS), Neviile,
Brown and O’Shea have left the club but in Jones, Smalling, Evans and the Da Silva twins, United have
good young defenders to call upon in addition to Nemanja Vidic and Rio Ferdinand’s experience. In the
goalkeeping department de Gea has been signed to fill the boots of VDS. He is young but very good
prospect for the future. A lot will depend on how quickly he can build the understanding between the
defenders.
The strike-force of United comprises Wayne Rooney, Javier Hernandez, Dimitar Berbatove, Michael
Owen, Danny Welback and Kiko Macheda. A good mix of experience and youth in the department will
allow United to rotate according to the needs. Hernandez had a stellar debut season, scoring 20 goals in
all competitions last season. He and Rooney formed a deadly partnership in front of goal at the fag-end
of last season. Rooney on the other hand had a topsy-turvy season. He had a horrendous start to the
season, where he looked lost and out of form and touch; then occured the ‘October Revolution’ and the
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events that followed. In the last 2-3 months of the season he found his form back and formed that
deadly partnership with Hernanded and started influencing games by playing in the ‘hole’ between the
striker and the midfield. Rooney has looked very sharp in the pre-season and looks all set to have a big
season for United both as a scorer and creator .Dimitar Berbatove had an unusual season. He carried the
team during Rooney’s bad patch and was the joint top scorer in the Premier League with 21 goals. But
his form and place to Hernandez in the lst 3 months of the season and couldn’t really influence games in
where he started. The crushing blow came when he was not in the playing squad for the Champions
League final and in his place Michael Owen was picked. That brings us the Owen, who made enough
appearances to win his first Premier League medal but rarely played too many minutes to have any kind
of influence. Danny Welback is coming back from a successful loan stint from Sunderland and hopes to
make his mark at United and Macheda had a horrendous loan experience at Sampdoria where he a
scored a solitary goal and the team was relegated from Serie A.
With Hernadez out for 2-3 weeks with an injury Rooney and Welback might form the partnership
upfront with support from Berbatov and Owen. How Welback can get into the groove early in the
season and form a reasonable partnership with Rooney, will be something to watch out for. Berbatov
has lost his place in the starting 11 but how he reacts to the whole situation will be something that will
intrigue some of his fans. Can he force his way back to the starting berth??
Champions League:
The real test of United’s progress or otherwise this summer will come in Europe. The humiliation at
Barca’s hand, last May, is not forgotten easily and the intention-as stated by Sir Alex- is to match the
Catalans. In reality United has done nothing in the summer to close the gap on Pep Guardiola’s brilliant
side. This despite United friendly win against the under-cooked Catalans at Washington in the preseason tour. Barca on the other hand has added the brilliant Alexis Sanchez and may add Cesc Fabregas
by the end of the transfer window. In fact they have already added quality to an already brilliant side.
There is no guarantee United might emulate last season final run, let alone winning trophy. Real Madrid
has done smart business with the addition of Nuri Sahin, a deep lying creative force, Raphale Varane, a
youthful defensive addition, Fabio Coentrao will solved Madrid’s problem at left back and Hamid
Altintop will provide experience in the middle of the park.
Inter’s probable retention of Sneijder, and possible recruitment of Tevez, will boost the Italians’ hopes.
Gian Piero Gasperini’s old-fashioned looking 3-4-3 formation will certainly take some opposition by
surprise over the next few months.
Meanwhile, 2010 finalists Bayern may well be dark-horses for a decent run in the competition following
turmoil at the Allianz Arena last season. Gone is confrontational Dutchman Luis van Gaal, replaced by
veteran coach Jupp Heynckes along with sensible summer recruitment in Manuel Neuer and Jerome
Boateng.
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Cup Competitions:
Domestic cup competitions will again be used by Ferguson to blood youngsters and ensure fringe squad
members gain minutes on the pitch. Smalling, Jones, Cleverley, Macheda and Welbeck should all feature
heavily. Many supporters will also look out for members of the FA Youth Cup winning squad – notably
Paul Pogba and Ravel Morrison – each of whom should play some part in United’s Carling Cup campaign.
In fact youth may be the theme of United’s season, with the average age of Ferguson’s squad somewhat
lower than a year ago. With it comes vibrancy but also the potential for error. How much United has lost
with experienced departures may only be felt in the closing weeks of the coming season. The
progression of younger players in lieu of genuine world stars – especially in central midfield – may be
the key to United’s success or failure in the coming months.

Krishnendu Sanyal is a Manchester United fan and worships Sir Alex Ferguson and Roy Keane. Krish is a
management grad by education and an accidental entrepreneur by occupation. He can be reached on
twitter @kriacked

Chelsea – Challenging the Champions
“YOU ARE FIRED”-the last words that Carlo Ancelotti would get to hear from the Chelsea boss, Roman
Abramovich, after an unsuccessful attempt to either retain the Premier League crown or bring European
glory to Stamford Bridge. He was the fifth manager since 2003 to be shown the door by the most
impatient club owner ever known to English Football. It’s been over two months since the 2010-11
Premier League season ended, but the Stamford Bridge faithful is still finding it very difficult to cope
with the disappointment of a trophy-less season. The 2011-12 soccer calendar is due to kick off in a few
days and everyone around Chelsea is once again eager and desperate to win all that’s available and
shout at the top of their voice, “We are the Champions”.

Flashback: What went amiss?
The defending champions of the 2010-11 EPL campaign started their title defense with style. They were
mauling their opponents with ease through attractive and effective football. Chelsea was looking like a
well oiled, lethal winning machine, steam rolling anyone on their way and scoring at their will. The first
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ten encounters saw them winning eight games with only a draw and a loss. 25 points were scored off a
possible thirty with an impressive score of 27 goals, conceding only 3. Chelsea opened a healthy
convincing lead and was breaking away from its challengers. What happened from November to the first
week of January was really baffling. During this period, Chelsea played 11 times and managed only 2
wins with 5 losses and 4 draws. They scored 9 times and let in 16 goals. Injuries to key players during
these two months proved disastrous and exposed a serious lack of bench strength. Ancelotti could not
find able replacements for injury stricken Lampard, Essian, Drogba, Terry, Alex, Zhirkov, Benayoun and
Ivanovic.
When football is played at the highest level, injuries cannot be accepted as a reason for failure. The
failure of Ancelotti to nurture young players as well as providing sufficient match time to other players
in the squad was quite apparent. Playing the same 15-16 players day after day risks injuries to these
players and also affects the player morale of the remaining players in the squad. As a result, when the
manager needed these players to deliver him the result during Nov-Dec-Jan, they simply were not able
to respond. This phase in the Championship run simply cost Chelsea the title and Ancelotti his job.
Interestingly the departure of Ray Wilkins, the first team coach, at the
start of November coincided with the beginning of the great Chelsea
slide. The controversial departure of a much respected coaching staff
from the Chelsea ranks may have unsettled the team as well. Trying to
bring back Chelsea to its winning ways, a desperate Abramovich
opened the coffers and bought David Luiz and forced a deal for
Fernando Torres, breaking the club transfer record in the January
transfer window.

From January onwards Chelsea made a strong

comeback with most of the injured players back in the squad, but it was too little too late. David Luiz
immediately made a mark with his good performances throughout the latter half of the season.
Fernando Torres though, was the biggest disappointment. Ancelotti failed to make Torres and Drogba
come to terms with each other. Torres lacked the sharpness in front of the goal and could finally score
after 10 minutes.
Throughout the season the performance of the team against the top six clubs was also disappointing.
They could only manage four wins, two draws and six losses against the top half teams of (1)
Manchester United, (3) Manchester City, (4) Arsenal, (5) Tottenham, (6) Liverpool and (7) Everton. The
away record was even more dismal with out a single win. The team defending the championship could
only salvage 7 wins, 5 draws and 7 losses from away fixtures. The Champions League Quarter Final loss
against Manchester United and the FA Cup exit against Everton were the final nails in the coffin.
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The New Era: Andre Villas Boas comes to Chelsea
The unprecedented success achieved by Andre Villas Boas at
such a young age with FC Porto brought him to everyone’s
attention. The stunning European and domestic performance of
Porto was unanimously attributed to the ruthless but measured
attacking style of football masterminded by Andre Villas Boas.
He was delivering the result with attractive football and won
almost everything possible. The vacant top job at Stamford
Bridge was up for grabs, and finally Roman Abramovich made
his move with a record breaking £13.3 million offer. On June 22,
Andre Villas Boas was presented as the Manager of Chelsea. In
his first press-conference he made it absolutely clear that he was not going to make any hasty decisions.
He was not going to storm the transfer market and make unwanted purchases without understanding
the current squad. He reiterated that managing Chelsea is not a one-man job and stressed that he
always relied on his back room staff. He called himself “The Group One”, confidently shrugging off the
comparisons made with his mentor, Jose Mourinho and refused the title “The Special One V2”. The
Chelsea fans could finally sense stability and calmness in the days ahead. His previous stint in Chelsea as
a deputy to the Special One, Jose Mourinho, and his fluency in English was a big advantage. Villas Boas
seemed the perfect person to manage Chelsea. His infectious love for the game and the ability to make
each and every member of the squad feel needed and important was felt by everyone. Villas Boas’
strength is his ability to study each and every opposition player to the minutest details and decide on
match strategies likewise.
The Portuguese League is not the strongest of the Football Leagues. The 15 team League is a two horse
race with Benfica, the traditional challenger. One can argue that his total of two years experience in
professional coaching and management is a concern. His philosophy of playing attacking football
irrespective of any match situation is truly unique and brave. But in a highly competitive league like the
EPL with four or five teams breathing down the neck, this strategy may backfire. Sometimes he may
have to preserve a lead against strong teams and play deep.
However the Europa League performance of FC Porto gives the Chelsea fans a lot of hope. The
performance of FC Porto during this tournament showed his maturity and adaptability during a match.
The stunning revival against Villarreal, after conceding early goals and the measured approach against
Braga’s solid midfield in the Europa League Final shows a lot of character.

The 2011-12 Premier League Season: Charging ahead
Andre Villas Boas started the Chelsea calendar with a few warm-up Pre-Season matches. The first few
matches against Wycombe Wanderers, Portsmouth and Malaysia XI were not impressive at all. They
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were jittery throughout the match, failed to create proper chances in front of the goal and the shooting
in front of the goal lacked sharpness. This was not the kind of start Villas Boas was looking for. Finally in
the later matches against Thailand XI, Kitchee and Aston Villa in the promotional Barclays Asia Trophy,
Chelsea could make a mark. The team was beginning to take shape. In the final pre-season friendly
against Rangers, Chelsea had appeared to be in shape.
The reluctance shown by Chelsea in the transfer market to buy established players confirmed what
Andre Villas Boas was saying all along. He was counting on the existing squad to deliver him the results.
The presence of a lot of 16-18-20 year olds in the pre-season friendlies made it clear that he is keen to
nurture young talents and bring young legs to the already ageing squad. He wants to build a squad for
the future. The only summer transfer purchase was of Romelu Lukaku (FW), Thibaut Courtois (GK), Oriol
Romeu (MF) and Lucas Piazon (MF). On the other hand, he sold out Yuri Zhirkov and Michael
Mancienne, amongst a host of other players.
In almost all the pre-season matches, Villas Boas stuck to a
classical 4-3-3 formation with a holding defensive midfielder
staying a little deep and providing the link between the defense
and the midfield. He heavily relied on Joshua McEachran for this
position. The 18 year old was impressive during the matches.
The calmness and composure shown by him at this position is
truly remarkable. John Obi Mikel, the other contender for this
position will face some stiff competition for a first team place
from this 18 yr old kid. The central defensive line was formed by
John Terry, Ivanovic and Alex since David Luiz was injured
during these friendlies. The left wing belongs to its rightful
owner, Ashley Cole who is extremely reliable in his defensive positions and quite potent in overlapping
during an offensive move. For the right back position, Paulo
Ferriera is a better defender but Jose Bosingwa is much more
effective during an attacking move. A fit David Luiz will have
the defence in a better organized and effective formation with
Ivanovic taking the right back position with John Terry and
David Luiz controlling the central defence. Frank Lampard is
the playmaker in the Central Midfield. The injury to Essien at
the beginning of the season has more or less confirmed
Ramires as the player alongside Lampard in the midfield.
Ramires’ ability to provide a sudden accelerating and
penetrating run in the opposing defense with Frank Lampard
following behind with his stealthy late run-in the box can be
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menacing for the defending team. The final three positions look promising. The kind of players available
with Villas Boas gives him the freedom to try out different formations. The pre-season matches saw
Fernando Torres team up with Solomon Kalou on the left and Sturridge on the right. Sturridge was the
stand out performer providing support to Torres and also making defense splitting runs to trouble the
markers. Fernando Torres is still a big let down and a worry for the team. His off-the-ball movement,
swift turns and first touch is still very good, but he lacks that final shot on the goal. Didier Drogba is still
the player to vouch for. His physical presence ahead of the formation creates opportunities for the other
two attacking players as well. His ability to play swift passes with the wingers creates more chances in
front of the goal, and the goalkeepers still find his snap-shooting difficult to block. When Drogba is on
the field, Villas Boas can also look for Anelka, Malouda or Kalou on either side of him. The match against
Rangers saw how effective the formation Sturridge-Drogba-Kalou can be. While defending, Chelsea
prefers a 1-4-1-4 formation. The two attacking players from the wings join the two midfielders to make
the middle line with the defensive midfielder dropping between the back four and the midfield. The
middle pressing starts with Ramires leading the charge with Lampard following close behind from the
left and Kalou from the right. McEachran / Mikel generally stay deep and provide support and fills in the
free spaces when attacked round the wings. They are also in a position to support the central defenders
when overwhelmed by a strong attacking combination.

The 2011-12 Premier League title challenge begins
Chelsea’s challenge for the 2011-12 Premier League totle begins with an away fixture at Stoke on 14th
August. Andre Villas Boas has already managed to put together a team capable of challenging the
defending champions, Manchester United. The stability that he has brought to this club with his
measured approach will be put to test against other big teams of Liverpool, Arsenal and Manchester City
through out the championship race. A combination of young legs and experience is available to Andre
Villas Boas to bring Chelsea success with style. Beware; Chelsea will be back with a vengeance.

Tamal Kanti Santra loves Spanish football and is a die-hard Brazil fan. He is an amateur writer taking
keen interest on the technical aspect of the game. You can follow Tamal on twitter @Tamal_Santra
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Goalden Times

Bundesliga Preview
The football league with the largest attendance figures is started again on August 5 with Borussia
Dortmund clashing against Hamburger SV. Bundesliga has always been very successful with the clubs
and the national federation, all very satisfied with the system in place without the threat of player
strikes and complaints of clubs with regards to television and advertising revenues.
This season the competition will be fierce and there are quite a few teams which are going to be
contenders and a keenly contested race for spots in Europe.

FC Augsberg
Location: Augsberg
Manager: Jos Luhukay
Ground: SGL Arena renamed from Impuls Arena
Club Captain: Uwe Möhrle
Arrivals
Ioannis Gelios (FC Augsburg U19) , Marco Thiede (FC Augsburg U19) , Edmond Kapllani (SC Paderborn,
Loan), Dominic Peitz (Union Berlin, free transfer), Akaki Gogia (VfL Wolfsburg, free transfer) , Patrick
Mayer (1.FC Heidenheim, free transfer), Lorenzo Davids (NEC, free transfer), Sebastian Langkamp
(Karlsruher SC, 100,000 €), Sascha Mölders (FSV Frankfurt, 175,000 €), Akaki Gogia (VfL Wolfsburg, free
transfer), Patrick Mayer (1.FC Heidenheim, free transfer), Lorenzo Davids (NEC, free transfer), Sebastian
Langkamp (Karlsruher SC, 100,000 €), Sascha Mölders (FSV Frankfurt, 175,000 €).
Departure
Sören

Bertram

(Hamburger

SV,

Loan),

Moritz

Leitner

(Bor.

Dortmund,

Loan

Return),

Ibrahima Traoré (VfB Stuttgart, free transfer), Daniel Framberger (TSV Neusäß, free transfer),
Kees Kwakman (FC Groningen, free transfer), Lukas Sinkiewicz (VfL Bochum, free transfer),
Thomas Rudolph (TSV Gersthofen, free transfer), Benjamin Woltmann (TSV Aindling, free transfer).
The Bundesliga 2 champions are the 51st team to play in Bundesliga. They have managed to retain the
services of their main scorers Nando Rafael and Stephen Hain. Amongst their new signings are Lorenzo
Davids, the nephew of Edgar Davids from NEC in the Dutch Eredivisie and Dominic Peitz from Union
Berlin to bolster their defence. This team will have to play exceedingly well to survive in the top flight of
German football.

Verdict: Relegation Contender
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Bayer Leverkusen
Location: Leverkusen
Manager: Robin Dutt
Ground: Bay Arena
Club Captain: Simon Rolfes
Arrival
Bastian Oczipka (FC St. Pauli, Loan Return), Karim Bellarabi (E. Braunschweig, free transfer), Ömer
Toprak (SC Freiburg, 3,000,000 €), André Schürrle (Mainz 05, 8,000,000 €), David Yelldell (MSV Duisburg,
260,000 €), Danny da Costa (Leverkusen U19), Bernd Leno (VfB Stuttgart, Loan Return).
Departure
Bernd Leno (VfB Stuttgart, Loan), Arturo Vidal (Juventus, 10,480,000 €), Kevin Kampl (VfL Osnabrück,
free transfer), Richard Sukuta-Pasu (1.FC K´lautern, 280,000 €), Domagoj Vida (Dinamo Zagreb,
1,300,000 €), Burak Kaplan (Besiktas, 650,000 €), Zvonko Pamic (MSV Duisburg, loan to permanent),
Marcel Risse (Mainz 05, 800,000 €), Benedikt Fernandez (Unknown, free transfer), Sami Hyypiä (End of
career), Tomasz Bobel (Leverkusen II), Constant Djakpa (E. Frankfurt, 500,000 €)
Last year, Leverkusen narrowly edged out Bayern for second place and an automatic berth in the
Champions League, with the return of the club to the competition since 2004-2005. They have lost quite
a few of the stars from last year. Arturo Vidal is the player that they will miss the most. There was a long
running saga regarding his transfer, as Leverkusen refused to send him to archrivals Bayern and finally
agreeing to a transfer to Juventus. Sammy Hyppia, who was outstanding last year has retired and the
charismatic manager Jupp Heynckes has left for Bayern. The major buy of the club this season has been
André Schürrle who was brilliant for Mainz 05 last year scoring 15 goals and 5 assists. He should add
some edge to the Leverkusen attack. This will also be the final year in the contract of Michael Ballack.
The talismanic player has got to be at his best if the team wishes to repeat last year’s performance.
Knowing the big player he is, he just might deliver. The major issue with Leverkusen is the absence of
their first choice keeper, Rene Adler with a serious knee injury till October. His replacement, David
Yelldell will be the key to the hopes of the team.

Verdict: Favourites
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Bayern Munchen FC
Location: Munich
Manager: Jupp Heynckes
Ground: Allianz Arena
Club Captain: Phillip Lahm
Arrival
David Alaba (1899 Hoffenheim, Loan), Nils Petersen (E. Cottbus, 2,800,000 €), Rafinha (Genoa, 5,500,000
€), Manuel Neuer (Schalke 04, 21,980,000 €), Takashi Usami (Gamba, Loan 300,000 €), Maximilian
Riedmüller (Bayern Munich II), Jérôme Boateng (Man City, 13,500,000 €)
Departure
Thomas Kraft (Hertha BSC, free transfer), Hamit Altintop (Real Madrid CF, free transfer), Andreas Ottl
(Hertha BSC, free transfer), Mehmet Ekici (Werder Bremen, 5,000,000 €), Miroslav Klose (Lazio Roma,
free transfer)
Bayern Munich is synonymous with the Bundesliga being the 21 times champions. Last year they had
one of their uncharacteristically bad seasons finishing outside the automatic Champions League
positions. How Bayern will do this season is dependent on the health of Arjen Robben and Franck
Ribery, their main players for last 2 years. An unfit Robben scored 12 goals and had 8 assists last season.
The development of Thomas Muller has also been impressive in his role behind the main striker Mario
Gomez who scored 39 goals in all competitions last season. Bayern tried their best to acquire Arturo
Vidal last season but were thwarted by Leverkusen who eventually sold him to Juventus. The question
remains who will partner Bastian Schweinsteiger in the middle of the park? Luiz Gustavo and Anatoly
Tymoshchuk are the two players who can fit the role. The manager Heynckes is leaning towards Gustavo
if the pre-season matches are to be taken as an indicator. The main Achilles heel of this team for the last
two years has been their defence. The captain, Phillip Lahm has been outstanding as right back. The
purchase of Rafinha from Genoa will enable Lahm to play in his natural left back position. Another big
buy has been Jerome Boateng from Manchester City who will partner Holger Badstuber in the centre of
defence which looks a stronger pairing than Daniel Van Buyten and Martin Demichlis. The biggest
signing of Bayern and very much in the news is Goalkeeper Manuel Neuer from Schalke. Bayern
supporters are divided about this new signing. While many are claiming that he will become the next
Olivier Kahn, others claim that he is too expensive and better goalkeepers are available at much lesser
costs. A few good performances will see these critics quickly behind him in support.

Verdict: Favourites
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Borussia Mönchengladbach
Location: Mönchengladbach
Manager: Lucien Favre
Ground: Borussia Park
Club Captain: Filip Daems
Arrival
Frederic Löhe (SV Sandhausen, Loan Return), Yuki Otsu (Reysol, 400,000 €), Elias Kachunga (M'gladbach
II), Lukas Rupp (Karlsruher SC, 600,000 €), Matthias Zimmermann (Karlsruher SC, 1,000,000 €), Janis
Jonathan Blaswich (M'gladbach II), Oscar Wendt (Copenhagen, free transfer), Julian Korb (M'gladbach
II), Mathew Leckie (Adelaide United, free transfer), Michael Bradley (Aston Villa, Loan), Raúl Bobadilla
(Aris Saloniki, Loan), Joshua King (Man Utd, Loan 100,000 €).

Departure
Anderson (E. Frankfurt, Loan 100,000 €), Karim Matmour (E. Frankfurt, 500,000 €), Logan Bailly
(Neuchâtel Xamax, Loan 400,000 €), Christian Dorda (Greuther Fürth, free transfer), Jens Wissing (SC
Paderborn, free transfer), Bernhard Janeczek (M'gladbach II), Sebastian Schachten (FC St. Pauli, free
transfer), Paul Stalteri (Unknown, free transfer), Fabian Bäcker (Alem. Aachen, free transfer), JeanSébastien Jaurès (End of career), Michael Fink (Besiktas, Loan), Marcel Meeuwis (VVV-Venlo, free
transfer)
Mönchengladbach survived the relegation playoff last season. This year they are expected to be in
another scrap at the bottom of the table. They have made a very good buy in Oscar Wendt from
Kobenhavn. The defence looks compact with Wendt, Dante, Roel Brouwers and Filip Daems patrolling in
front of Marc-André ter Stegen. It will be difficult for them to hold on to midfielder Marco Reus for too
long, with a lot of interest from different clubs. Goals will be difficult to come by with major reliance on
Igor de Camargo and Mohammadou Idrissou. The club is hoping that Joshua King, on loan from
Manchester United, bring some of their luck to Mönchengladbach.

Verdict: Relagation Contenders
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Borussia Dortmund
Location: Dortmund
Manager: Jürgen Klopp
Ground: Signal Iduna Park
Club Captain: Sebastian Kehl
Arrival
Julian Koch (MSV Duisburg, Loan Return), Moritz Leitner (FC Augsburg, Loan return), Ilkay Gündogan
(1.FC Nuremberg, 4,000,000 €), Chris Löwe (Chemnitzer FC, 200,000 €), Ivan Perisic (Club Brugge KV,
5,500,000 €), Marvin Bakalorz (B. Dortmund II), Mustafa Amini (Central Coast Mariners, 300,000 €)

Departure
Dedê (Eskisehirspor, free transfer), Tamás Hajnal (VfB Stuttgart, 1,000,000 €), Nuri Sahin (Real Madrid
CF, 10,000,000 €), Marco Stiepermann (Alem. Aachen, Loan 100,000 €), Lasse Sobiech (FC St. Pauli, Loan
100,000 €), Markus Feulner (1.FC Nuremberg, 150,000 €), Daniel Ginczek (VfL Bochum, Loan 100,000 €),
Dimitar Rangelov (E. Cottbus, Loan 200,000 €), Mustafa Amini (Central Coast Mariners, Loan)
Defending champions Dortmund were a joy to watch last season. It was a wonder that they managed to
retain most of their side from the temptations of the big clubs. They lost their key component (if not the
main key) in the mid-field in Nuri Sahin to Real Madrid and brought in İlkay Gündoğan from Nuremberg
as his replacement. His performances will be key to their campaign; with Captain Sebastian Kehl and
Sven Bender he could form a trio of very competent attacking mid-fielders. Dortmund had the most
solid defence in the Bundesliga last year and have retained the same combination. Chris Löwe, Mats
Hummels, Neven Subotic and Łukasz Piszczek form one of the most elite backlines in Europe. With the
excellent Roman Weidenfeller in goal and the German ‘Messi’, Mario Goetze playing in the hole, they
look good. Their depth at front line will be tested at the beginning of the season with Lucas Barrios out
for a month with injury. Robert Lewandowski and probably Mohamed Zidan should be running the show
up top. The manager, Klopp's ability to hang on to almost the entire team throughout the summer is a
spectacular effort. Those who will underestimate this talented Dortmund will do so at their own peril.

Verdict: Favourites
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Freiburg FC
Location: Freiburg
Manager: Marcus Sorg
Ground: Badenova Stadion
Club Captain: Heiko Butscher

Arrival
Beg Ferati (FC Basel, free transfer), Daniel Batz (1.FC Nuremberg, free transfer), Simon Brandstetter (SC
Freiburg II), Garra Dembélé (Levski Sofia, 2,200,000 €), Christian Bickel (SC Freiburg II),

Departure
Jonathan Jäger (Unknown, free transfer), Tommy Bechmann (SönderjyskE, free transfer), Ömer Toprak
(Bay. Leverkusen, 3,000,000 €), Simon Pouplin (Unknown, free transfer), Nicolas Höfler (Erzgebirge Aue,
Loan free transfer), Ivica Banovic (E. Cottbus, free transfer)
Last year, Freiburg finished 9th in the Bundesliga – their best finish since the 2000-2001 season. The main
reason behind this high finish was the form of their front man Papiss Cissé of Senegal. He finished
second to Mario Gomez as the highest goal scorer in the league. After watching him in action last year,
the teams will have worked out methods to stop him. If you stop Cissé you will stop Freiburg.

Verdict: Relegation Contender
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Hamburger SV
Location: Hamburg
Manager: Michael Oenning
Ground: Imtech Arena
Club Captain: Heiko Westermann
Arrival
Kevin Ingreso (Hamburg U19), Dániel Nagy (Hamburger SV II), Jeffrey Bruma (Chelsea, Loan 500,000 €),
Janek Sternberg (Hamburg U19), Gökhan Töre (Chelsea Res., 1,300,000 €), Jacopo Sala (Chelsea Res.,
100,000 €), Michael Mancienne (Chelsea, 2,500,000 €), Mickaël Tavares (Middlesboro, Loan),
Wolfgang Hesl (SV Ried, Loan), Sören Bertram (FC Augsburg, Loan), Marcus Berg (PSV, Loan), Tolgay
Arslan (Alem. Aachen, Loan), Tom Mickel (Hamburger SV II), Per Ciljan Skjelbred (Rosenborg BK, 500,000
€)

Departure
Tunay Torun (Hertha BSC, free transfer), Jonathan Pitroipa (Rennes, 3,500,000 €), David Rozehnal (Lille,
500,000 €), Collin Benjamin (1860 Munich, free transfer), Joris Mathijsen (Málaga CF, 2,500,000 €), KaiFabian Schulz (Carl Zeiss Jena, free transfer), Macauley Chrisantus (FSV Frankfurt, Loan free transfer),
Zé Roberto (Al Gharafa, free transfer), Eric Maxim Choupo-Moting (Mainz 05, free transfer), Ruud van
Nistelrooy (Málaga CF, free transfer), Frank Rost (NY Red Bulls, free transfer), Piotr Trochowski (Sevilla
FC, free transfer), Alex Silva (Flamengo, 2,000,000 €)
Hamburg saw the arrival and departure of a large number of players this year. The major departures
were Ruud van Nistelrooy and Joris Mathijsen to Malaga, Piotr Trochowski to Seville and Frank Rost to
New York Red Bulls. Frank Arnesen becoming the Technical Director of the club has started a transition
towards youth with arrival Michael Mancienne and Jeffry Bruma from Chelsea. They will join a settled
defence of Westermann, Aogo and Deikmar. Hamurg has the players to employ a rapid counter-attack
style in the midfield with Elia, Hatira and Son Heung Min, all of whom are very pacy. The addition of Per
Ciljan Skjelbred from Rosenborg will give them added depth in the mid-field. In the front, they have
Mladen Petrid who will be out of contract next year and will be eager to prove his worth to the club and
other prospective buyers. He will be partnered by the Peruvian Paolo Guerrero who had an outstanding
Copa America finishing as the top scorer. This Hamburg side is young and talented and has a lot of ability
and can defeat any of the favourites.

Verdict: European Contender
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Hannover 96
Location: Hannover
Manager: Mirko Slomka
Ground: AWD Arena
Club Captain: Steve Cherundolo
Arrival
Erdal Akdari (Hannover 96 U19), Deniz Aycicek (Hannover 96 II), Jannis Pläschke (Hannover 96
U19),Christian Pander (Schalke 04, free transfer), Samuel Radlinger (SV Ried, 250,000 €), Artur Sobiech
(Pol. Warsaw, 1,100,000 €), Henning Hauger (Stabaek IF, 450,000 €)

Departure
Florian Fromlowitz (MSV Duisburg, free transfer), Tim Hofmann (Unknown, free transfer), Mikael
Forssell (Unknown, free transfer), Felix Burmeister (Arm. Bielefeld, free transfer), Willi Evseev (Wiener
Neustadt, Loan free transfer), DaMarcus Beasley (Puebla, free transfer)

For the first time in the history of the club, Hannover will be participating in a European competition the Europa League. This dual challenge with the addition of the league will test the depth of the squad
severely. The most impressive signing has been left back Christian Pander from Schalke. But Pander’s
problems with fitness are well documented. If he remains fit then both the full backs are world class,
with the club captain, American right back Steve Cherundolo also highly rated. The problem with this
team is however that only two players seem to be capable of scoring goals, Mohammed Abdellaoue and
Didier Konan Ya. A lot will be depending on this two as the rest of the squad do not seem to have too
many goals in them.

Verdict: Mid-Table (Upper)
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Hertha Berlin
Location: Berlin
Manager: Markus Babbel
Ground: Olympiastadion
Club Captain: Andre Mihatovic
Arrivals
Tunay Torun (Hamburger SV, free transfer), Kaká (Sporting Braga, Loan ), Peter Niemeyer (Werder
Bremen, 700,000 €), Thomas Kraft (Bayern Munich, free transfer), Andreas Ottl (Bayern Munich, free
transfer), John Anthony Brooks (Hertha BSC II), Maik Franz (E. Frankfurt, free transfer), Abu Bakarr
Kargbo (Hertha BSC II)

Departures
Marco Sejna (Hertha BSC II), Lennart Hartmann (Alem. Aachen, free transfer), Daniel Beichler (MSV
Duisburg, Loan 50,000 €), Valeri Domovchiyski (MSV Duisburg, 450,000 €), Marvin Knoll (Dynamo
Dresden, Loan free transfer), Sascha Bigalke (Unterhaching, free transfer)

Hertha Berlin is one of the two promoted clubs. They seem to be better equipped to survive in the top
flight of German football. They have made very good signings over the summer with Andreas Otll, who is
a talented mid-fielder and will form a good pairing with Raffael. Kraft will be their number one
goalkeeper. Gustavo Ramos was scoring for fun in the second division, and if he continues his exploits in
the top flight, the club is likely to remain in the elite division.

Verdict: Mid-Table (lower)
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Hoffenheim
Location: Shinseim
Manager: Holger Stanislawski
Ground: Rhine-Necker Arena
Club Captain: Andreas Beck
Arrival
Knowledge Musona (Kaizer Chiefs) 1,500,000 €, Koen Casteels (KRC Genk) 780,000 €, Denis Thomalla
(Hoffenheim II), Jannik Vestergaard (Hoffenheim II), Fabian Johnson (VfL Wolfsburg) 700,000 €, Dominik
Kaiser (Hoffenheim II), Sven Schipplock (VfB Stuttgart II)free transfer, Franco Zuculini Racing Club)Loan,
Prince Tagoe (Partizan) Loan, Michael Gregoritsch (SV Kapfenberg) 200,000 €, Wellington (Figueirense) Loan

Departure
David Alaba (Bayern Munich) Loan return, Ramazan Özcan (FC Ingolstadt) free transfer, Jens Grahl (SC
Paderborn) -Loan, Jukka Raitala (CA Osasuna) Loan, Michael Gregoritsch (SV Kapfenberg) Loan.
Hoffenheim had that amazing season in 2008-2009 where they punched far above their weight. The
next two seasons have been relatively mediocre. This club definitely has a lot of good things happening
for them. They have managed to hang on to their best player and captain Andreas Beck despite a lot of
rumours with big name clubs. They have acquired Fabian Johnson from Wolfsburg after two forgettable
seasons. If Johnson regains his form from his 1860 Munich days he will form a formidable partnership at
the back with Beck. Zimbabwean forward Musona appears to be a solid buy as well. Above all,
Stanislawski brings his great work ethic and good football philosophy to the club. They could surprise a
lot of people.

Verdict: European Contender (I am putting out my neck with this one)
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Kaiserslautern
Location: Kaiserslautern
Manager: Marco Kurz
Ground: Fritz Walter Stadion
Club Captain: Christian Tiffert
Arrival
Julian-Maurice Derstroff (K´lautern U19), Willi Orban (K´lautern U19), Olcay Sahan (MSV Duisburg) free
transfer, Gil Vermouth (Hapoel Tel Aviv)700,000 €, Richard Sukuta-Pasu (Bay. Leverkusen) 320,000 €,
Konstantinos Fortounis (Ast. Tripolis) 250,000 €, Dorge Kouemaha (Club Brugge KV) Loan 100,000 €, Itay
Shechter (Hapoel Tel Aviv) 2,500,000 €

Departure
Jan Morávek (Schalke 04) Loan, Srdjan Lakic (VfL Wolfsburg) free transfer, Danny Fuchs (End of career),
Alan Stulin (K´lautern II).
Kaiserslauten sold Srđan Lakid their main goal scorer to Wolfsburg in the summer. He scored 16 goals
and the next highest player scored 5. Losing one third of the goals scored by the sides will be difficult to
make up within a single transfer window. Christian Tiffert, the club captain is a very good orchestrator
from the mid-field but they will struggle to score. They have bought the prolific scorer of the Israeli
league Itay Schehter who has a goal average of more than one per game. However he is un-tested
against the major European defences. If he cannot reproduce similar form, they will have to struggle.

Verdict: Relegation Contenders
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F.C. Koln
Location: Cologne
Manager: Ståle Solbakken
Ground: RhineEnergie Stadion
Club Captain: Pedro Geromel
Arrival
Mark Uth (1.FC Köln II), Timo Horn (1.FC Köln II), Manasseh Ishiaku (VV St. Truiden) Loan , Simon
Terodde (1.FC Köln II), Thiemo-Jérôme Kialka (1.FC Köln II), Odise Roshi (Flamurtari) free transfer Daniel
Schwabke (1.FC Köln II), Mato Jajalo (AC Siena) 2,000,000 €, Sascha Riether (VfL Wolfsburg) 2,000,000 €.

Departure
Konstantinos Giannoulis (Atromitos) Loan , Michael Gardawski (VfL Osnabrück) free

transfer,

Taner

Yalcin (Istanbul BB ) Loan 150,000 €, Alexander Vaaßen (1.FC Köln II), José Pierre Vunguidica (Preußen
Münster) Loan free transfer, Stephan Salger (VfL Osnabrück) Loan, Fabrice Ehret (Évian) free transfer,
Thomas Kessler (E. Frankfurt) Loan 132,000 €, Reinhold Yabo (Alem. Aachen) Loan, Bienvenue BasalaMazana (SV Ried) Loan, Simon Terodde (Union Berlin) Loan 50,000 €, Manasseh Ishiaku (Unemployed)

Koln or Cologne finished 10th in the Bundesliga last year their best finish since 2000-2001. This prompted
the club to bring in the F.C. Copenhagen manager Ståle Solbakken at the helm. He has named the
Brazilian Pedro Geromel as captain replacing the club icon and star Lukas Podolski. There is a fear that
this may affect Podolski’s performance. He had 13 goals and 7 assists last year. His striking partner
Milivoje Novakovič scored 17 goals. Addition of Sascha Riether from Schalke will bolster the defence. It
will be difficult for them to repeat last year’s performance.

Verdict: Mid-Table (lower)
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Mainz
Location: Mainz
Manager: Thomas Tuchel
Ground: Coface Arena
Club Captain: Nikolče Noveski
Arrival
Zdenek Pospech (Copenhagen) free transfer, Julian Baumgartlinger (Austria Vienna) 1,100,000 €,
Anthony Ujah (Lillestrøm SK) 2,300,000€, Fabian Schönheim (SV Wehen Wiesb.) 400,000 €, Christian
Fuchs (VfL Bochum) 1,800,000€, Marcel Risse (Bay. Leverkusen) 800,000€, Eric Maxim Choupo-Moting
(Hamburger SV) free transfer, Zoltán Stieber (Alem. Aachen) 1,500,000 €, Deniz Yilmaz (Bay. Munich II)
free transfer, Nicolai Müller (Greuther Fürth) 1,800,000€, Andreas Ivanschitz (Panathinaikos) 200,000€,
Yunus Malli (M'gladbach U19) free transfer, Malik Fathi (Spartak Moscow) 1,000,000 €

Departure
Lewis Holtby (Schalke 04) Loan return, Miroslav Karhan (Trnava) free transfer, André Schürrle (Bay.
Leverkusen) 8,000,000 €, Martin Pieckenhagen (Unknown) free transfer, Zsolt Löw (End of career),
Stefan Bell (E. Frankfurt) Loan 100,000 €, Jan Simak (Carl Zeiss Jena)free transfer, Filip Trojan (Dynamo
Dresden)free transfer, Christian Fuchs (Schalke 04)3,800,000 €,

Mainz had a brilliant start to the season last year, tallying 24 points from their first 9 matches. They
faded as the season progressed, however they managed to put together a good string of results to earn
the final Europa league position. They will be losing two of their best players André Schürrle to
Leverkusen and Lewis Holtby returning to Schalke as he was on loan. Schürrle had an exceptional season
scoring 15 goals last year. He had an able partner up front in Sami Allagui. Mainz will be hoping that new
signing Anthony Ujah from Lillestrøm will be able to form a similar partnership. However it will be
difficult for Mainz to recreate the form of last season.

Verdict: Mid-Table (lower)
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Nuremberg
Location: Nuremberg
Manager: Dieter Hecking
Ground: Easy-Credit Stadion
Club Captain: Raphael Schäfer
Arrival
Timm Klose (Thun) 400,000 €, Patrick Rakovsky (Schalke 04 U19) 100,000 €, Markus Feulner (Bor.
Dortmund) 150,000 €, Philipp Klement (K´lautern II) free transfer, Wilson Kamavuaka (Hoffenheim II)
free transfer, Tomas Pekhart (FK Jablonec) 2,000,000 €, Manuel Zeitz (Saarbrücken) free transfer,
Marvin Plattenhardt (Nürnberg II), Julian Wießmeier (Nürnberg U19), Alexander Esswein (Dynamo
Dresden) 200,000 €, Daniel Didavi (VfB Stuttgart) Loan 300,000 €

Departure
Julian Schieber (VfB Stuttgart) Loan return, Christoph Sauter (VfR Aalen) –Loan, Marek Mintál (Hansa
Rostock) free transfer, Andreas Wolf (Werder Bremen) free transfer, Daniel Batz (SC Freiburg) free
transfer, Pascal Bieler (SV Wehen Wiesb.) free transfer, Ilkay Gündogan (Bor. Dortmund) 4,000,000 €
Timo Ochs (1860 Munich) free transfer, Daniel Klewer (End of career), Dario Vidosic (Adelaide United)
free transfer, Felicio Brown Forbes (RW Oberhausen) -Loan

Nuremburg lost the last Europa league position to Mainz last year by fading at the end of the year. They
have lost a lot of their key players and it has to be seen how they will be replaced. Mehmet Ekici, the
creative mid-fielder who was on loan from Bayern has moved to Werder Bremen with Andreas Wolf.
İlkay Gündoğan has gone to Dortmund. The club has brought in defender Timm Klose, holding midfielder Manuel Zeitz, Alexander Esswein and Tomáš Pekhart in the forward line. Pekhart is a great
prospect and should develop into a good player and do well for the club.

Verdict: Mid-Table (upper)
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Schalke 04
Location: Gelsenkirchen
Manager: Ralf Rangnick
Ground: Veltins Arena
Club Captain: Benedikt Höwedes
Arrival
Lewis Holtby (Mainz 05) Loan return, Jan Morávek (1.FC K´lautern) Loan return, Jermaine Jones
(Blackburn) Loan, Andreas Wiegel (Schalke 04 II),Ralf Fährmann (E. Frankfurt) free transfer, Marco Höger
(Alem. Aachen) 1,500,000 €, Ciprian Marica (VfB Stuttgart) free transfer, Christian Fuchs (Mainz 05)
3,800,000 €.

Departure
Ali Karimi (Persepolis) free transfer, Nicolas Plestan (Unknown) free

transfer,

Gerald

Asamoah

(Unemployed), Christian Pander (Hannover 96) free transfer, Lukas Schmitz (Werder Bremen) 900,000
€, Tore Reginiussen (Odense BK) 250,000 €, Manuel Neuer (Bayern Munich ) 21,980,000 €, Vasileios
Pliatsikas (MSV Duisburg) Loan 100,000 €, Ciprian Deac (Rapid Bukarest) Loan 300,000 €, Angelos
Charisteas (Panetolikos) free transfer, Danilo Avelar (Karpaty) Loan , Junmin Hao (Shandong) 1,100,000 €

Last year was a complete disaster for Schalke in the league. They finished just 4 points above relegation.
Their fortunes were completely different in Europe as they made it to the last 4 of the Champions
League. They put together a decent run to win the German Cup which has allowed them a place in the
Europa League. The roulette with the transfer of Manuel Neuer to Bayern was the main feature in the
transfer market for Schalke. They have used the money from that transfer to bring in some quality
players. Goalkeeper Ralf Fährmann from Eintracht Frankfurt was outstanding last year for a very poor
team. Christian Fuchs is a good buy who will add depth and solidity to the defence. Jefferson Farfán got
injured in the Copa America and will be missing. Dutch striker Klaas Jan-Huntelaar seems to be
Rangnick’s favourite choice. The status of Raul who has expressed a desire to go back to Spain is also a
key consideration. This club is an enigma that can beat the best and lose to the worst.

Verdict: European Contender
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VfB Stuttgart
Location: Stuttgart
Manager: Bruno Labbadia
Ground: Mercedez-Benz Arena
Club Captain: Matthieu Delpierre

Arrival
Bernd Leno (Bay. Leverkusen) Loan, Julian Schieber (1.FC Nuremberg) Loan return, Tamás Hajnal (Bor.
Dortmund) 1,000,000 €, Ibrahima Traoré (FC Augsburg) free transfer, Bernd Leno (VfB Stuttg. II), William
Kvist (Copenhagen) 3,500,000 €, Ermin Bicakcic (VfB Stuttg. II), Maza (PSV) 1,800,000 €.

Departure
Philipp Degen (Liverpool) Loan Return, Élson (FK Rostov) free transfer, Patrick Funk (FC St. Pauli) Loan
200,000 €, Daniel Didavi (1.FC Nuremberg) Loan 300,000 €, Ciprian Marica (Schalke 04) free transfer,
Christian Träsch (VfL Wolfsburg) 9,000,000 €, Bernd Leno (Bay. Leverkusen) –Loan

The initial part of this season will be difficult for Stuttgart, especially in defence with injuries to
defenders Ermin Bičakčid and Georg Niedermeier along with the departure of Christian Träsch to
Wolfsburg. They have bought Francisco Rodriguez Maza from PSV Eindhoven who will have to stabilise
the defence. This team has a lot of good players like Julian Schieber returning from his loan spell at FC
Nürnberg. They have a rotation policy with the forward line having Cacau, Pavel Pogrebnyak and Martin
Harnik. Two players to watch out for are midfielders Zdravko Kuzmanovid and William Kvist who have
joined from Copenhagen.

Verdict: Mid-Table (upper)
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Werder Bremen
Location: Bremen
Manager: Thomas Schaaf
Ground: Westerstadion
Club Captain: Pert Mertesacker
Arrival
Márkó Futács (FC Ingolstadt) Loan return, Aleksandar Stevanovic (Schalke 04 U19) free transfer, Özkan
Yildirim (W. Bremen U19), Lukas Schmitz (Schalke 04) 900,000 €, Tom Trybull (Hansa Rostock) 200,000 €,
Andreas Wolf (1.FC Nuremberg) free transfer, Mehmet Ekici (Bayern Munich )5,000,000 € Markus
Rosenberg (Rac. Santander) Loan, Sokratis Papastathopoulos (Genoa) Loan 500,000 €, Aleksandar
Ignjovski (OFK Beograd) 440,000 €

Departure
Dominik Schmidt (E. Frankfurt) free transfer, Felix Wiedwald (MSV Duisburg) 100,000 €, Timo Perthel
(Hansa Rostock) free transfer, Pascal Testroet (K. Offenbach) 50,000 €, Niklas Andersen (Unknown) free
transfer, Torsten Frings (Toronto FC) free transfer, Samuel (RSC Anderlecht)

free

transfer,

Peter

Niemeyer (Hertha BSC) 700,000 €, John Jairo Mosquera (Union Berlin) 150,000 €, Daniel Jensen
(Unknown) free transfer, Petri Pasanen (RB Salzburg) free transfer, Jurica Vranjes (Unknown) free
transfer, Said Husejinovic (Unknown) free transfer.

Werder Bremen has good players going forward with the arrival of creative midfielder Mehmet Ekici
from Bayern. His arrival will give more freedom up front to Marko Marin and Aaron Hunt. Claudio
Pizzaro will be missing in the early part of the season and they will have to rotate Sandro Wagner and
Marko Arnautovic. The problem with them is the lack of a leader in the mid-field as they did not renew
the contract of Torsten Frings who was an inspirational leader at the club. It is to be seen how they will
replace his steadying influence in the midfield.

Verdict: Mid-Table (lower)
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Wolfsburg
Location: Wolfsburg
Manager: Felix Magath
Ground: Volkswagen Arena
Club Captain: Christian Träsch
Arrival
Srdjan Lakic (1.FC K´lautern) free transfer, Marco Russ (E. Frankfurt) 3,000,000 €, Bjarne Thoelke
(Wolfsburg II), Sebastian Polter (Wolfsburg II), Mateusz Klich (MKS Cracovia) 1,500,000 €, Robin Knoche
(Wolfsburg U19), Kevin Scheidhauer (Wolfsburg U19), Patrick Ochs (E. Frankfurt) 3,000,000

€

Michael

Schulze (Wolfsburg II), Hasan Salihamidzic (Juventus) free transfer, Christian Träsch (VfB Stuttgart)
9,000,000 €

Departure
Akaki Gogia (FC Augsburg) Loan, Fabian Johnson (1899 Hoffenheim) 700,000 €, Grafite (Al-Ahli Dubai)
3,000,000 €, Karim Ziani (Al-Jaish) free transfer, Nassim Ben Khalifa (Young Boys Bern) Loan, Sascha
Riether (Cologne) 2,000,000 €

A lot of people think that Wolfsburg will be competing with the favourites this season. The last season
was a total disaster and they were just above the drop zone. This year Felix Magath has gone out and
made some good buys. Christian Träsch, Marco Russ and Patrick Ochs will add to the good players
already at the club, like Arne Friedrich and Marcel Schäfer. Bringing Hasan Salihamidžid back to the
Bundesliga with his vast experience and winning mentality is a great move. Croatian forward, Srđan
Lakid looks to be a great buy and should score more than ten goals this season. Overall the team looks
solid, if not outstanding.

Verdict: Mid-Table (upper)
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The Best XI
The Best XI section is an attempt to connect similar football events across different locations and share
them with you. Best XI will seek to be about topics you are interested about and want explored. Send in
your topics for the month of September to manager@goaldentimes.com and we will incorporate that.
In this edition we bring to you snippets of goals scored by the highest goalscorers in some of the top
leagues of Europe.

Barclays Premier League
Dimitar Berbatov (Manchester United) – 20
Berbatov shows great technique to control the ball before his back volley goes in of the woodwork to
wrap up a wonderful Manchester move. Goalkeeper had no chance. This was his 5th goal of the season,
one which ended in Berbatov turning out to be the top scorer.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvWkwcaa3ss

Carlos Tévez (Manchester City) - 20
Tevez shoots a quick one and boy doesn’t he let it fly. It’s a goal resulting from great vision and perfect
execution. The goalkeeper had chosen the right direction to dive but the three man wall smacked of
complacency from Stoke who didn’t think Tevez would try that. And that is what he did.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJ4Ok9kkjII

Spanish Primera Liga
Cristiano Ronaldo (Real Madrid) - 40
Ronaldo’s wonderful season produced many great goals. The one we had chosen was against Bilbao.
Ronaldo’s excellent first touch and pace had him one on one with the last defender. This was followed
by sublime skill and cool finish past the keeper.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TduNpgIiF4I#t= 0m 49s
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Bundesliga
Mario Gómez (Bayern Munich) - 28
Super Mario is one of the old fashioned opportunists. Most of his 28 goals would be a close tap in or a
header from the edge of the 6 yard box. This one was no exception. The Bundesliga top scorer capped
this wonderful move with a great strike after dodging his marker off his shoulder inside out.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyyRaCf42Lw#t= 0m 31s

Serie A
Antonio Di Natale (Udinese) - 28
‘Toto’ Di Natale’s long ranger was one of the super strikes which saw Di Natale ending up top of the
Serie A chart second season running, scoring a mammoth 56 goals in rwo seasons.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ea3a9FEVLog#t= 1m 42s

Ligue 1
Moussa Sow (Lille) - 25
Moussa Sow showed wonderful athleticism in front of goal and ended up scoring with a well timed back
volley. The keeper had his work cut out.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilYCA1h8JPU

Liga Zon Sagres Portugal
Hulk (Porto) - 23
Hulk is known for great ability with the ball and his skills. But he is no mug when it comes to long range
shooting. We chose this one for his remarkable technique and vision - creating a goal out of nothing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWfLL3K_qi8

Russian Premiere League
Welliton (Spartak Moscow) - 19
Welliton is a hardworking Brazilian and scoring goals is a natural ability. Welliton caps this well tuned
move with a header on his way to end up the season with 19 goals.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7WbAGwC7Rc
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Vyshcha Liha Ukraine
Yevhen Seleznyov (Shakhtar Donetsk) - 17
Seleznyov, they say is capable of doing wonders. The talented young player proved them when he
scored this brilliant goal with a wonderful overhead kick.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NT-BpbedY8I

Dutch Eredivise
Björn Vleminckx (N.E.C) - 23
Vleminckx is described as a very physical and determined striker, who although not highly technical,
makes up for it with good heading ability and great shooting. For this one, he held the ball well, kept his
balance and pulled off a great finish with a powerful shot - in off the woodwork.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_xEi4230zQ#t=1m 52s

Turkey Süper Lig
Alexsandro ‘Alex’ de Souza (Fenerbahce) - 28
Alex showed his Brazilian touch when he scored this perfect free kick - top corner, top draw.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MdIgqwYyRcY

Greece Super League
Djibril Cisse (Panathinaikos) - 20
Cisse has done wonders at Panathinaikos. His pace, power and accuracy combined for this amazing
strike.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6pyvZMs5dI

Anweshan Ghosh supports Manchester United and unsurprisingly loves injury time winners. He follows
the EPL and the I-League. He is a consultant by profession but can happily give up his day job to be a
water boy at the Theatre of Dreams. Apart from football he is also passionate about cars and movies.
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Millionaires Turned Paupers
You may blame the Mayans. They had predicted something similar. The fifth of the seven key Mayan
prophecies talks about how the established world order will change. It also gives a time frame of when
the change will be manifested – sometime in 1999 things will start deteriorating. 1999 is also the year,
when a special edition of the Argentine sports magazine "El Gráfico" named River Plate as "Champions
of the Century", noting the club’s achievements, especially their (then) 28 Argentine championships
against Boca Juniors' 19 and Independiente's 13. If one were to plot the course of achievements for the
club based in the Belgrano neighbourhood of Buenos Aires, then that would very much be it. Whatever
ensued, culminating in relegation in June 2011, looks like a swift and steep curve down.

The History
One can’t stress enough on the significance of River Plate in the history of Argentine and South
American football and the society in general. Founded on May 25, 1901, in what is today the
neighbourhood of its fiercest rival – Boca Juniors, the club moved to Palermo and then on to Belgrano in
the northern part of Buenos Aires in 1923. They earned their nickname of Los Millionarios when in the
early 1930s, they paid £23,000 for Bernabé Ferreyra, a quite unheard of sum and a record transfer fee
for over 20 years, and most of it was paid in gold. Ferreyra repaid the amount with a scarcely believable
187 goals in 185 matches for River.

Famous Forward line (L-R) of Munoz, Moreno (180 goals), Pedernera(131 goals), Labruna(293 goals) and Loustau(101 goals) for La Maquina
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A new impetus also came from the social movement whereby, the military rulers as well as the civilian
reformers of Argentina focused on the development of character through sports in the 1920-40s. It was
seen as a step towards the building of a modern nation. River became the symbol of that with an all
conquering team that swept everyone before them. Three league titles in the 1930s were followed by
four in the 1940s and five in the 1950s. The 1940s team earned its nickname, La Maquina (the machine),
based on their ruthless efficiency in the domestic and international scene. The team even bears
comparison to and is seen as one of the earliest precursor to ‘total football’ as propounded by the Ajax
and Dutch of 1970s vintage.

The Achievements
River Plate in its 110 years of history has been the most decorated club in the Argentinian domestic
front. Much like other fierce rivalries in Europe, where one of the rivals would collect more international
trophies only to be outdone in the domestic scene by its fiercest rival (think Liverpool - Manchester
United or AC Milan – Juventus), River swept through the domestic scene collecting 33 league titles in its
110 year history. Even though bitter rival, Boca Juniors have the record (jointly owned with Milan) for
the maximum international club tournaments. River can point towards their Annus Mirabilis of 1986-87
when they won the domestic title, the Copa Libertadores, the Copa Interamericana and the Copa
Intercontinental. Such a clean sweep was quite unprecedented. They almost repeated the same after a
decade in 1996, when they once again won the domestic title and the Copa Libertadores. This 1996-97
display by the team led the club to first place in the IFFHS ranking for six consecutive months, the first
Argentine club to do so. They are also the only Argentine club ranked as the best World team in a full
season (1997–1998). At the turn of the century, the ultimate accolade of "Champions of the Century”
was thus conferred on the club. The following
year, in a FIFA sponsored vote, River was voted
the best Argentine team of the 20th century.
Indeed the club has been a conglomerate of
champions over its 100 years and one would
not attempt to capture the stars that have
passed through the El Monumental but fair to
say that, in every decade, the best of Argentina
have always come from either River or Boca,
who together commandeer over 70% of the
Argentine public support.
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The Decline Years
The last decade has not been kind to River Plate, especially in the latter half. A brief note about the
Argentine domestic tournament details may be relevant. Like many Latin American leagues, the
Argentina league is divided into 2 halves, the Apertura and the Clausura (literally, the opening and the
closure). The winners of each of those halves can claim to have won a league. This departure from a
unified single home and away league was undertaken from the 1990-91 season and incidentally River
Plate was the last club to win the unified league championship in 1989-90.
With this truncated 2 mini leagues (one home and one away) put into a season, River were doing fine as
can be seen from the 12 league titles (Apertura or Clausura) in the next 14 years i.e. till 2004. Since then,
only once have they managed to win – the 2008 Clausura. But there has been no shortage of managerial
merry-go-rounds. To illustrate the point, Ramon Diaz was the last manager to preside over consecutive
seasons, from 1995-1999, arguably the time when River were the team to beat and had won their title
as Champion of the Century. Since then there have been 15 (yes 15!) managerial appointments in 12
seasons. None of those managers

could string 2 seasons consecutively but there were many re-

appointments, and each ended with further misery than the previous one.
Financially too, the fortunes took a nosedive as the club is estimated to have run up a debt of 280
million Argentine pesos ($67.76 million). Part of the reason is how the club let the ultras (Los Borrachos
del Tablón – literally “the Drunks in the Stands”) take care of certain financial transactions of the club. A
lot of ultras and miscreants took charge of merchandising, and even had a pie from player transfer
earnings. They enjoyed huge perks like all expenses paid for away matches and even free tickets. All this
was done with José María Aguilar as the club president (2001-09). For these 8 long years, many of the
top talents from River were sold off to Europe while filling the gap with players who were owned by 3rd
party or by agents. Hence when they moved on, the club didn’t earn much out of it. Some of the money
is still unaccounted for and may have been siphoned off.
The total mismanagement of funds coupled with power given to the ultras and lack of motivation for
players led to a huge decline in the performance. Refer the table for the decline.
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Year
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010

Tournament
Apertura
Clausura
Apertura
Clausura
Apertura
Clausura
Apertura
Clausura
Apertura
Clausura
Apertura
Clausura
Apertura
Clausura

River Plate’s Position
3rd
10th
6th
3rd
3rd
4th
14th
1st
20th
8th
14th
13th
4th
9th

Gap with the Top Team (points)
3
12
12
9
6
12
13
25
13
20
19
14
13

Taking 2007 Clausura, which they won; if we consider the mean of the gap that existed between the
winner and River over the last 6 tournaments (2008-9 – 2010-11) was close to 18 points, implying a gap
of 6 defeats. For a team that had won the 2007 Clausura, that is a steep, sharp and ignominious decline.
The most appalling fact being, the team managed to finish last in the league in the 2008 Apertura, right
after winning the 2007 Clausura. Once a domestic behemoth, River Plate now stood merely as a
middling team, for whom finishing in the top 5 could prove beyond their means in 8 out of 14 attempts
since 2004. Certainly this is not the stuff of “Campeon de Campeones”. The Millionaires were on the
precipice of bankruptcy. The push would come soon.

The Relegation
The rules of relegation in the Argentine League, needs a bit of discussion before we delve into River’s
final ignominy. Back in the 80s when the league was concerned with sudden departure of top talents
from the big teams to Europe, they wanted to put in place a system which would help these teams
recuperate from sudden loss of form owing to such transfers. So they installed a system of “promedios"
(points averaging), whereby a team's relegation status is determined by working out their points per
game average over the last three seasons instead of the overall performance in that particular season.
Although this implies that one poorly played season by a newly promoted team could spell doom, on the
flip side, it was quite unthinkable that a big team would have 3 consecutive bad seasons spread over 6
league phases.
There is but one more chance provided to teams following the average of 3 seasons. Based on them, the
bottom two teams (19th and 20th) are demoted directly to Primera B Nacional. However the 18th and
17th teams go into a 2-legged playoff with the 3rd and 4th placed teams from the Primera B Nacional.
With the away goals rule present, the 17th and 18th teams can thus win these matches and remain in the
Primera Division.
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For the year 2010-11, it came down to these 4 teams - River Plate (17th) with a points average of 1.237,
Gimnasia La Plata (18th) with a points average of 1.096, Huracan (19th) with a points average of 1.096
and Quilmes (20th) with a points average of 1.096. Quilmes was relegated directly and Huracan lost in a
relegation play-off with Gimnasia as they both had the same average, and thus relegated directly. River
and Gimnasia went into a 2-legged play-off with Belgrano and San Martín de San Juan respectively.
River lost the 1st leg 0-2 away and hence needed to win by 3 goals to stay in Primera Division or to win
2-0 and force a tie breaker. When the return leg arrived, River were desperate to win it and around
60,000 had packed into the El Monumental (government safety limit being 40,000) to watch their
favourite team battle for their lives. The match itself started very promisingly as River took the lead in
the 6th minute with Mariano Pavone scoring a fine goal. An uneventful 1st half followed by a calamitous
2nd half that sealed their fate. First Belgrano equalized from a defensive shamble by the River defenders
and goalkeeper and then Pavone missed a penalty that would have given them a glimmer of hope. The
referee, pressed by the rioting of fans, didn’t bother with extra added time for stoppages and finished
the match in 90 minutes sharp.

The Aftermath
If the match itself was insulting what with such a proud club going into uncharted ignominy, more
disgrace was added with the rioting and violence that followed. Violence broke a minute before the
match got over. Annoyed fans pelted players with a variety of objects from the stands, and police
replied with high-powered fire hoses while some fans climbed fences topped with razor wire.

The clashes left 89 people injured, while over 50 were arrested, according to Argentina's Federal Police.
Fans were sprayed with high-power water hoses - inside and outside the stadium - with police using
teargas, rubber bullets and hand-to-hand combat in a futile attempt to control the rioting. As they
scattered, rioting fans set fire to vehicles and rubbish bins around the stadium, with many smashing
windows and breaking into shops in upscale areas.
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Looking Ahead
The future ahead doesn’t look too rosy. There lies the debt factor, which cannot be helped by the
reduced revenues that will be a feature of life in 2nd division. For example, the TV revenue of around
$7.5 mn per year would take a nosedive to $855,000 per year as is the standard for Primera B. The
sponsorship deals would also be markedly reduced since they hinged on River being a Premier Division
team. The advertising deals, which include sponsors like Adidas, Petrobras and others wouldn’t help
much as the money has already been used to pay the debt that had been built up since 2001 under
President José María Aguilar. Club legend and World Cup winning captain, Daniel Pasarella became the
President in 2009 and it was expected that after 8 years of misdirection, he would lead the club to its
former glories. Instead the results have only deteriorated. The steady flux of managers and invasion of
the ultras remain.
Post the recent relegation, the reins of the club have been handed over to Mattias Almeyda, who retired
this season as a player at River. It is for him to chart a path to the top division at the earliest. President
Pasarella has been quoted as saying, “I would be dragged out feet first”, which shows a resolve to
restore the team to its rightful position. The manager has been given some new players, all on a free
transfer. Some of those names have a River history and are good bargain buys (Christian Nasuti,
Alejandro Dominguez, Fernando Cavenaghi), however, some of the talents have left too, notedly Erik
Lamela, the crown jewel of the River team, who was sold for about half of what he would have been
sold had River not been relegated.
One cannot imagine the South American football scene without a club like River Plate in its midst, as
much as one cannot imagine a year without Superclásico in Argentina. A new chapter has been added to
Argentine and South American football. One hopes that River would bounce back soon enough to give a
happy ending to this chapter.

Debopam Roy follows football in Italy and South America. You can reach him on twitter @rossoneri
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Corporates in Indian Football
Indian club football received a major shock when former National league winner Mahindra United shut
shop in 2010. That was exacerbated when another titan of Indian football and the inaugural national
league winner Jagatjit Cotton Mills (JCT) FC also decided to close their football club in June, 2011.
Established in 1971, JCT had created a niche of its own in Punjab – sometimes referred to as Pride of
Punjab – and later on at the national level. Some of the famous players like Inder singh, Sukhwinder
‘Sukhi’ Singh, I.M Vijayan, and Bhaichung Bhutia have set the football pitch on fire in JCT’s red and white
colours. One of their chief accomplishments was winning the first edition of the National Football
League in 1996 and got the opportunity to represent the country in Asian Club Championship in 1997. In
a very gloomy and depressing evening of 20th June, 2011, the club announced its pre-mature exit from
professional football activities with immediate effect.

JCT Road show after winning Federation Cup in 1995
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This means that there is not a single I-League club in North India, after Indian Arrows, formerly based in
Delhi, decided to shift base to Kolkata. Mumbai has lost its place in the I-league but for Air India FC –
who are also in a downhill slope – earlier with the withdrawal of Mahindra United. Kerala and rest of the
south India seem to be on a downhill road too. So we are left with only two major football playing hubs
in the country – Kolkata and Goa. For a country with the 2nd largest population in the world, this is not a
good sign.
But things looked bright and sunny in 2008 when JCT FC formed an association with the English Premier
League side Wolverhampton Wanderers for footballers, coaching staffs and academy coaches to make
visits between clubs and share technical knowledge. Later that year, AFC Chief Bin Hammam certified
that JCT was the one of a handful of Indian clubs to have a good youth development structure with
flawless management and a decent stadium to be proud of.

JCT - Wolves association

JCT was hit hard as they failed to retain its star players. Fan base for a club grows only after they can
connect with a charisma of a player, or playing style of the team. In the past, JCT has been renowned for
holding its own when football flourished in Punjab. But subsequently, players started preferring to join
other clubs for more lucrative offers. Key players from the first team signed and established themselves
in clubs like Churchil Brothers, East Bengal and elsewhere. The last nail in the coffin was the 2010-11
season when JCT was relegated for the first time in their history – the former champions had the worst
record – losing as many as 14 matches out of 26 played in that campaign.
JCT joins Mahindra United, another prestigious club which rose to glory in the ‘90s and made an exit
from competitive football a year ago at a time when they were sitting pretty in the second place of the Ileague table. This incites a doubt about termination of a club, playing professional football in India.
There is a school of thought which believes that it has to be much more than just relegation – even the
mighty RED DEVILS had faced the music, however unrealistic it may sound now. The lack of support and
TV exposure, especially in North India, compelled the club releasing a statement stating:
“JCT Limited has taken a strategic decision to pull out for the time being till football in India shows some
possibility of generating value for corporates and their brands, besides bringing up popularity of football
among youngsters“
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Here Lies MUFC in Peace

AIFF

Latest Victim - JCT

The club statement also elaborates its frustration to the fact that in today’s world of merchandising,
football teams around the globe have become self-sustaining enterprises for which highest level of
coverage is a must to build viewership and spectators in the stadium. JCT won the inaugural national
league in 1996, where there was high quality TV exposure and widespread public interest. But since then
the league has had trifling exposure and the teams’ interests have been ignored. The club statement
also briefs that JCT Limited being a corporate entity, needs to substantiate to its stakeholders the effort
v/s visibility of the football team.
The rumour was always around the corner for the past few months, especially after the club’s much
talked about relegation and flurry of players leaving the Guru Nanak Stadium. The club has gone through
major financial crisis in recent years. Dying interest in the sport has forced the authorities to kick off
some home matches amidst empty stands and deteriorating pitch condition. JCT, just like Automobile
giants Mahindra and Mahindra, issued a very diplomatic statement that they are shifting their focus
towards nurturing talent at the grass root level. JCT football club has again ascertained that they have
no plans to close their famous academies. Only time will tell how much interest is left in them to run the
academy.
Former players have raised their concern under these circumstances and they would like to see
professional football clubs in India being managed as a commercial entity. They are worried that there
would be more clubs following the footprints of Mahindra United and JCT FC, if the ‘not-so-subtle’
problem remains unaddressed. The most prolific Indian footballer for the last 2 decades, former Indian
captain, the iconic Bhaichung Bhutia exclaims:
“In 1996, when we won the inaugural National Football League, that was the golden period of JCT
football. Myself, Vijayan, Jo-Paul (Ancheri), Carlton Chapman, Tejinder Kumar formed the core. All the
stars wanted to play for JCT. But you have got to understand their sentiments. Year after year, they have
been spending crores of rupees with minimal returns.”
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Samir Thapar, JCT chief for almost 20 years, who is also the president of Punjab Football Federation,
holds AIFF accountable for not marketing the game in the right way, even after the booming deal of Rs.
700 crore AIFF signed with IMG-Rellaince last year. The top management certainly cannot wash their
hands off from this debacle. In EPL, clubs can get up to 60 or 70 per cent of their revenue from TV rights.
Here, AIFF does not have any formal structure to distribute the revenue earned from the broadcasters
to the clubs. The issue is made further complicated by the fact that the I-League does not have a
broadcast partner for over a season. This definitely has resulted in poor people awareness and
ultimately has led to a fall in attendance at the stadiums to tthe tune of 40-50 % compared to last year,
according to a club official.
Just at the time when every Indian football lover felt that Indian football was about to be rejuvenated,
this news comes as a shocker to them. AIFF president Praful Patel though was not worried. He dished
out an undisclosed list which contained at least 10 corporate houses willing to launch new football
teams. He blamed poor management and organizational structure for this untimely demise of JCT and
earlier Mahindra United.
The question then comes that if so many corporate houses are looking to venture into the game then
why AIFF has not been able to get a sponsor for its development side Indian Arrows in the first year of
their conception (Pailan group has come up to the cause recently but it remains to be seen if they can
withstand the test of time) and also why I-League matches were not telecast live. These questions have
remained unanswered. Despite AIFF’s bold announcements, the corporate(s) think otherwise and many
have justified JCT management’s decision.
Most of them believe that AIFF itself is not professional enough in running the game efficiently. One of
the main reasons for JCT’s pullout might also be lack of a full-fledged second division. The second
division is not a great place to be. Teams play for one or two months in a year – if they do well, they get
promoted and if they don’t, they remain in the second tier. The JCT management might have thought
that signing players for 12 months and then to play for two months only in the second division of Ileague, which will be hardly watched by anyone, was not a great commercial idea.
Mockingly the uneven structure of the Indian football system came to the forefront just when JCT FC
announced its exit. Odafe Okolie, the I-League’s most prolific striker, signed a record deal worth over Rs
1.5 crore with Mohun Bagan, while Bangalore’s Xavier Vijay Kumar will pocket a handsome Rs 90 lakh
after signing with Churchill Brothers. At the same time the colts from JCT wrapped up the under 19 Ileague. Long live Indian Football!
(Next month, we will follow some more experience of corporate in Indian football)
Debojyoti Chakraborty is a hardcore Manchester United and East Bengal (India) fan. He can be reached
at debojyoti.chakraborty@gmail.com
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This Month That Year
In this feature, we try to bring to you some past events of the month that make it special.

1st August, 1920 – East Bengal, one of the pioneering clubs in Indian football, was established.
4th August, 1995 – An 18-year old made his professional debut for Bundesliga 2 side Chemnitzer FC. He
would go on to win his first Bundesliga title in 1997 along with league and cup doubles in 2003, 2005
and 2006 with Bayern Munich. He won the fourth cup double of his career with Chelsea in 2010. He had
already won the prestigious FA cup twice in 2006 and 2008, though. Guess who? Correct, Michael
Ballack!
7th August, 1999 – Defending Belgian champions KRC Genk entered the record books for playing out the
highest scoring draw in the history of professional football away at Westerlo on this season opener. The
match also saw 5 penalty kicks being awarded along with 4 red cards – equally shared by the teams.
14th August, 2001 – First qualifying match was played for the Women's Cup, established by UEFA in
response to the growing interest in women's football across Europe. It is till date the only major
European women's club competition and was rebranded as the UEFA Women's Champions League in
2010, to better parallel the equivalent men's tournament.
15th August, 2009 – 37-year old Burnley defensive midfielder Graham Alexander became the oldest
debutant in Premier League history when he started against Stoke City on the season's opening day.
17th August, 1977 – Thierry Henry was born in the Paris suburb of Les Ulis, Essonne. He would go on to
be named a five-time French Player of the Year while also becoming the French national team's greatest
goal scorer.
19th August, 1995 – It should be very awkward when your predictions get broadcast to millions of
football viewers and that haunt you forever. What do you say Mr. Alan Hansen? He famously (!!!)
announced on Match of the Day that “You’ll never win anything with kids” after a young Manchester
United side lost the season opener to Aston Villa 3-1. Fergie’s team of youngsters including David
Beckham, the Neville brothers, Paul Scholes and Nicky Butt were able to wrestle the title back from
Blackburn Rovers, and also win the FA Cup, securing the first of what was to be two consecutive doublewinning seasons, a feat never before seen in English football.
24th August, 1949 – Manchester United returned to Old Trafford, playing a League fixture there for the
first time in over ten years. Old Trafford, nicknamed the "Theatre of Dreams," had served as United's
home ground since 1910. But matches were suspended there due to World War II and construction
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work since 1939. By the start of the 1949-50 season, the stadium was not fully ready, but hosted 41,748
spectators to enjoy United beat Bolton 3-0.
27th August, 2001 –Dutch center back Jakob "Jaap" Stam had helped the Red Devils win three Premier
League titles, an FA Cup, and the UEFA Champions League and was included in the Team of the Year in
all 3 seasons by England's Professional Footballers' Association. On this day he was shockingly
transferred from Manchester United to Lazio for a then United-record £16.5 million. In his upcoming
autobiography Head to Head Jaap had reportedly criticized the gaffer and had to pay the price. Later In
2009, Ferguson admitted that Stam's transfer was one of his greatest mistakes, noting that the defender
continued to play a top level for several years afterward.
28th August, 1994 – It took Robbie Fowler just four minutes and thirty-three seconds to score the
fastest ever Premiership hat-trick till date for Liverpool against Arsenal.
31st August, 2005 – Tunbridge Wells FC and Littlehampton Town FC set an English record by taking an
FA Cup penalty shootout to 40 kicks in the Preliminary Round of the FA Cup replay at the Wells'
Culverden Stadium having drawn 1-1 earlier in the week at Littlehampton. They battled to a 2-2 draw
(including two penalty kicks) through the end of extra time, and then advanced to the shootout to took
20 shots each before Tunbridge Wells emerged as winners by the margin of 16 to 15.
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Roy Race – My Hero
When I was young (in the mid-90s), and had started realizing the nuances of football, one footballer held
sway over my heart than many others. He in fact, did not exist in the real world. He was Roy Race, the
legendary comic-book character who played for Melchester Rovers, a fictional English Club, who along
with his comrade Blackie Gray won their club many honors and hearts.
Some say Roy was modeled on Bobby Moore, the 1966 World Cup winning captain of England. I do not
know, for sure. But what I do know is that Roy to me was more than just a comic strip. I feel Roy
represented what an ideal Englishman should be - upright, high on morals, not surrendering defeat or
compromising easily. Roy Race never swore, or spat, and always played fair. When 'Racey' put on the
England shirt, a nation stood proud. Racey was loved much and there have been numerous
documentaries on him that showed how much people loved him.
Roy was the ideal team-man - he was a striker, yet always
passed the ball to a colleague in a better position to score
concentrating as much on scoring as on providing assists.
Much before becoming a player-manager, he had shown his
responsible side by being an elder brother to his teammates
and helping them cope with criticism – much like a present
day Jose Mourinho. One can say Roy combined the
gentlemanliness of Paolo Maldini, the goal scoring skills of
Marco van Basten and the protective skills of Mourinho.
He went to the extent of marrying within Melchester (Penny
Laine) and trained his son, Rocky to be a Melchester loyalist.
No one can be perfect and Roy shifted loyalties to rivals
Melborough once, as a player-manager, due to a fall-out
with the club management. However, like all good men, he
realized his follies and came back to rejoin his home club.
In a way, Roy was a product of the times. The 70s, 80s and 90s were decades when low supervision in
matches led to extreme foul play. Some of the infamous incidents of world football happened during
these years. There was a need for discipline, of fair play and transparency in player transfers. Roy
seemed to be the answer. As if the creators Frank S. Pepper and later Joe Colquhoun, wanted to say "see, this is how it should be done". The presence of entities like Sky TV and Sir Alf Ramsey (manager of
Melchester in 1982 when Roy was in coma) seemed to add credibility to this line of thought.
The stock media phrase "real 'Roy of the Rovers' stuff" is often used by football writers, commentators
and fans when describing displays of great skill, or results that go against the odds.
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Quite some time has passed since Roy of Rovers last made an appearance in 1995 (the 1997 and 2001
reappearances and 2009 special edition sales were just half-hearted efforts); and Roy has left with an
unfinished job. He quit playing as he lost a foot. His son,
Rocky became the next Melchester bulwark.
In recent times, when European football action is available
to a lot more countries than there were in those days (Roy
comics were printed in black and white for a long time),
when even 10-12 year old kids know a lot about player
transfers, the studs and the duds, the strategies and even
the coaches, a figure like that of Roy would be a novelty.
Challenging yes, but not entirely impossible. The comics
industry has also come a long way and it means big bucks.
A "Roy / Rocky Rovers franchise" would not be too bad a
comeback, I guess.
For a lot of people, a hero would return, a hero of
incredible skill combined with high morals, a combination
rarely seen in the football world in the present day. Here is
a tribute to the hero.

Kaushik Saha works for a stock exchange and follows Indian football. He can be reached
@kaushiksaha1982 / kaushikcrouncho@gmail.com
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Attack Wins Games, Defence Wins Titles
The concept of sound defense winning titles is preached in almost every sport, from the junior game
right up to the professional level and one which can help mould a style of football on the pitch.
However, with the likes of Barcelona creating ‘a new breed of football’, can the foundations of defence
over attack be applied in today’s game?
The principles of defending haven’t changed since the sport became what it is today, but what has
changed is the game itself. The modern game is visibly quicker, more fatiguing (an average of 32% more
games played now than 15 years ago) and some argue, more psychological. What this implies is that
traditional tactics are changing, and with that, the type of players who fulfil various roles.
Is defending the sacred ground for winning championships? The
statistics would have you believe they are. If you look at the last
three years of clubs winning in their respective countries of
England, Spain, Italy and France, you will note a ringing truth,
fewer and fewer goals are being conceded.
So what’s the cause for this? If we were to look at the tactics, then
the answer is not so simple. The traditional 4 - 4 - 2 required little
to no attacking play from the centre backs. Attacking if any, from
the back would come from corners, where a defender’s general
height and strong heading ability would come into play.
Movement was mainly lateral with only the wing backs bringing
play forwards directly from the keeper.
Today however, a defender has to be as versatile as a Swiss army knife. Comfortable with the ball at his
feet, he needs athletic ability to bring the game forward, quickly and consistently from the keeper.
Fullbacks are used more frequently providing runs, crosses and overlaps, and centre backs are no longer
the nose bleeding sufferers if they venture past the 30 yard mark. Possessed with greater physical and
technical ability they are makeshift playmakers on counter attacks.
The partnership of the Milan centreback duo last season was a pleasure to watch. Both Alessandro
Nesta and Thiago Silva contributed to this level of play. In the final Milan Derby last season, they played
a high line to nullify the threats at ease and to launch easy counter attacks.
What about goalkeepers? They are after all the ‘extreme defender’. Gone are the days of ‘vanilla’
goalkeepers, now you have to be a ‘sweeper’ goalkeeper. Distribution is the key and releasing the ball
quickly and accurately, both with hands and feet is even more important today than when the back pass
rule was introduced. A good release and you allow the team to quickly build momentum, retain
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possession and expose space. A late or misplaced pass can come back to bite you. One may consider
Víctor Valdés, Edwin Van der Sar or Iker Casillas as the best exponents of the quick pass.
To conclude, the modern game leaves gaping holes in defensive capacity rather than add to them.

The Bigger Picture
Defense doesn’t end or rather begin with the players nearest the keeper; if you analyse any match in the
modern game, the defence begins in the middle of the park. If you don’t believe me, think of the space
between midfield and defence, and ask yourself, why are midfielders more exposed to overloading
defensive duties?
The modern approach to allow the full backs full freedom to go up and down the pitch as much as
possible requires that you have at least one midfielder providing suitable cover that opens up when
either central defender goes to cover the full back, effectively creating a fifth defender, but one that
evens the playing field when faced with a counter attack.
So the conclusion is defending has become something of a united focus rather than a single tactical
instrument in a match. The question then remains, ‘does a good defence really win you leagues?’
If we go back to my earlier example of all the teams in those 4 leagues, yes, they all had a low number of
goals conceded, but they also had very high goals scored. So strikers, creative midfielders and yes, even
defenders are earning their money in getting the goals to win the coveted titles at the end of the
season.
But this is where the beauty of the modern game lies. No longer are talented defenders limited to
clearing attacks. They are becoming responsible for them. They can dictate rhythm, pace and
orchestrate movement throughout the game. The technically able can provide passes through the
middle of the park. The physical defenders can provide further attacking options whilst possessing the
ability to track back and stop play from building and the tactically minded ones can read the game from
the back and implement changes.
So does defence win leagues? Yes, a disciplined defence can win you leagues, but by being better in
attack....if that makes sense!
Gino de Blasio studiously analyses Italian and English football. He has recently become a qualified coach
and talks tactics until the cows come home. You can follow him on twitter @ginodb
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A Brave New World

Evacuation routes to ships, escape plans, protection protocols, people being searched for concealed
weapons, a one-armed man as a major character, a clash between a military dictatorship and a
democratic coalition, a death threat and a moat to protect the main protagonists. At first glance it
seems a fine plot of an Alistair MacLean or a John le Carre thriller; however the subject in discussion is
the first final of the World Cup held on July 30, 1930.
Eighty one years on, the game and the tournament have both grown in epic proportions. So much so
that the phenomenon was nearly nominated for the Nobel Peace prize a couple of years back. To
understand the game and its huge impact on the world and its people, we need to travel back in history.
Not as much the study of numbers and statistics, which apparently constitute a mechanical approach,
let’s rather take a sneak peek into the major events, the people associated and other related aspects
significant to the game, that help transcend football from being merely a sport to a passionate way of
life.
The first World Cup was conceived as a competition independent of the Olympics, which was then the
main competition in the early part of the 20th century. The idea was primarily driven by Jules Rimet, the
then President of the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA). Countries like Uruguay,
Italy, Sweden, Hungary, Spain and the Netherlands exhibited a keen interest to host it. FIFA did not have
any voting system in place in those days so Rimet after much deliberation, named Uruguay as the host
country of the inaugural World Cup tournament as they were the champions of the last two Olympic
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Games and also to commemorate their centenary of independence. The other idea was to spread the
game beyond Europe.
Even before the tournament started there were a lot of obstacles. For one, air travel was absent.
Secondly, many European teams refused to undertake the long tedious journey aboard a ship. Rimet,
however, managed to persuade four teams viz. Belgium, France, Romania and Yugoslavia to participate.
The Uruguayan organisers agreed that all expenditures shall be borne by them. The Romanians
managed to participate due to the intervention of their new monarch Carol II, who personally selected
the team and persuaded the employers of the players to ensure that their jobs were safe. The French
team joined owing to the efforts of Rimet. Their star striker Manuel Anatol and regular coach Gaston
Barreau could not make the trip though. The Belgians were similarly persuaded by the then FIFA Vice
President Rudolf Seedrayers who was from the same country. The Yugoslavs were possibly the only
European team to participate without any persuasion apart from all the expenses being paid. The ship
SS Conte Verde served as the mode of travel for all the teams but Yugoslavia, who made the journey by
a mail steamship named Florida. The Conte Verde also carried the trophy, then known as ‘Lady of
Victory’, along with Jules Rimet and the three designated European referees. The ship made a stop at
Rio where the Brazilian squad boarded. Another brief stop was at Santos where the teams bought plenty
of fruits like bananas, oranges and pineapples. The ship eventually reached Montevideo on July 4, 1930,
just nine days prior to the commencement of the tournament, with ten thousand residents of the city
welcoming them.
The tournament proper started on July 13, 1930 with
simultaneous matches featuring France versus Mexico and
United States versus Belgium. Four groups had been made
where Uruguay, Brazil, USA and Argentina were seeded. The
seeding was more to ensure large crowds for knockout matches
than actual strength of the teams. Surprisingly, all the seeded
teams with the exception of Brazil made it to the semi finals.
Yugoslavia was the only European team to make it to the semis.
The South American teams were better equipped as they
understood the concept of conditioning camps, training and
tactics since they had been playing the Copa America, their
continental championships, since 1916. Eventually the final
came down to a match between the neighbours, Uruguay and
Argentina, the original ‘El Clasico’. There are a few of interesting bits of trivia associated with this
tournament. Penalties were difficult to score as they were taken from 16 yards out. The referees were
dressed immaculately in coats and ties with golf plus fours and thigh length stockings. In fact, in many
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matches it was complained that the referees missed out on important events, as they were busy
combing their hair or straightening their tie.
The Argentina captain Manuel Farreira actually left the team before the last group match against Chile in
order to appear for his Law examinations in Buenos Aires and returned just in time for the semi finals.
One of the biggest stars was the Argentinean mid-fielder cum defender Luis Monti. He had the
quintessential build of a centre half but had a sublime range of long passes. He was also the original
strong man who used a lot of thug-like tactics while undertaking his defensive duties. For instance, while
at a group match against France, Monti managed to get his elbow on the opposition goalkeeper Alex
Thépot’s face following which Thépot was unable to continue. Then Lucien Laurent was subjected to a
fierce kick to the ankle which left him limping for the rest of the match. It is believed that Monti was
much subdued in his performance in the final match owing to the death threats received earlier. This
explanation is, however, offered by the Argentine media. Monti went on to play the next final match
four years later representing Italy where he performed much better without any death threats hanging
over his head.
The final match of the World Cup can alone form a subject for a gripping novel with several sub-plots.
The two capitals of the finalists were across the Rio de La Plata - imagine a match between Manhattan
and Queens of New York, each located in a different country. The game was held on a Wednesday, a
working day, yet that did not in any way reduce the enthusiasm. The match started at 3:30 in the
afternoon but the gates were opened at 9:30 in the morning and within two hours the Estadio
Centenario was filled to the rafters. The early opening of the gates was to accommodate a thorough
security check of every spectator for concealed weapons. This saw a considerable reduction in the
ground capacity - from 90,000 enthusiasts to the final attendance figure of 68,346. About thirty
thousand Argentine supporters were delayed by fog over the river and could not make it to the stadium.
Some political rivalry was evident as Argentina was a military dictatorship while Uruguay had a
democratically elected coalition government. The referee John Langenus, a Belgian was quite worried
about the safety of his life and demanded a safe evacuation route to the ship. He even demanded
protective policemen as bodyguards during half time. A ten feet deep moat had been constructed
around the field to prevent pitch invasion. There was a drawbridge to connect to the VIP box from the
pitch. These are the small examples of the passion that the sport brings out in people, which is still
evident today.
Even before the kick off, there was a major problem. Both sides wanted to have the match played with a
ball manufactured in their respective countries. Langenus suggested that a different ball be used in each
half. A toss decided that the one manufactured in Argentina was to be used in the first half whilst the
one made in Uruguay for the lsecond. Such an episode may sound like a matter of disbelief during the
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age of the ‘Teamgeist’ or the ‘Fevernova’, but this was more than a match; it was a clash that
‘mattered’.
The pitch was dry and dusty, and the Celeste and the Albiceleste fought the battle which would change
the history of the game. Both teams started with a 2-3-4-1 formation with Héctor Castro and Guillermo
Stábile playing as the lone forwards and Lorenzo Fernández and Monti playing in the centre of the threeman midfield for each side respectively. The hosts drew first blood in the 12 th minute when the inside
right, Héctor Scarone’s shot was blocked by the Argentine left back Fernando Paternoster, the rebound
was picked by the centre forward Castro, who pushed the ball wide right. The outside right, Pablo
Dorado charged in like a locomotive and shot underneath the goalkeeper Juan Botasso’s body and past
Juan Evaristo who was on the line(1-0). Incidentally Juan’s brother Mario Evaristo was playing as the
right out in forward line. Argentina replied eight minutes later with a picture perfect goal. Juan Evaristo,
their right half, very recognisable because of his pale beret, took a return pass from Monti and found
Farreira, the Argentine captain and inside left, who released Carlos Peucelle, their outside left. Peucelle
the predecessor of the present day left wingers beat the opposition left half Álvaro Gestido with a burst
of speed and took a fierce shot which left the goalkeeper Enrique Ballestrero standing, high inside his
left-hand post(1-1). Gestido was trying to cover for his right half José Andrade who was absent in the left
wing. Argentina then went on to dominate the game with their skillful passing and crisp movements
with the ball. To add to this they had a world class forward in Stábile. It was now a question of not how
Argentina would score but when? The answer came in the 37th minute. Monti hit a hopeful long ball
which drifted over the Uruguayan captain and right centre back José Nasazzi to fall to Stábile who
scored from close range with Andrade stranded on the line(1-2). Andrés Mazali, Uruguay’s star
goalkeeper from the two Olympic Games triumphs had been dropped for breaking curfew. He was
caught sneaking home for a conjugal visit. Those were not the days of the WAGs. His replacement
Ballestrero who played for this tournament was not of the same class. Andrés Mazali might have saved
this goal as Ballestrero was hopelessly out of position. Nasazzi led the claims for offside but the ball was
in the air for a long time. Argentina’s flair and skill was proving its superiority over the hosts’
organisation and industrial style of play. Then came the half time interval and everything changed!
In the second half the hosts started to impose themselves physically. The Uruguayans believed that they
were much stronger in constitution than their neighbours and it began to show. The inside right of
Argentina, Francisco Varallo re-injured his knee and was sent out to the right wing where he was
completely neutralised by Ernesto Mascheroni. At this time Monti seemed to take the death threat to
heart and did not play in his usual manner. What put the final nail in the coffin was the highest goal
scorer of the tournament; Stábile missed a golden opportunity to put them two goals to the good in the
49th minute. The wind came out of their sails. Now Gestido and Fernandez, the halves of Uruguay were
linking up in attack and Argentina were under pressure. In the 57th minute, a free kick by Fernandez
reached Scarone in the right hand channel and he passed the ball to Castro, the forward who had one
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hand. Castro who was a carpenter by profession had lost his left hand from the wrist working on an
electric saw. He received the ball with his back to the goal, chipped a clever overhead lob from that
position which took both the opposition defenders José della Torre and Paternoster out of the equation
and reached José Pedro Cea, the inside right who hit a ground shot past the goalkeeper Botasso(2-2).
The equaliser had arrived and now Uruguay pressed forward for the winner. Ten minutes later
Mascheroni dispossessed Varallo and ran forward on the left side and passed to the outside left "El
Canario" (The Canary) aka Victoriano Santos Iriarte who ran inside and took a snap shot from outside
the area which flummoxed Botasso who dived late (3-2). The stadium erupted with joy as the hosts had
their noses in front. Argentina had a few chances when Stábile hit the top of the bar with a shot from
ten yards out on the 72nd minute. In the 80th minute, the limping Varallo managed to beat Ballestrero
who characteristically was out of position. The goal was averted when Andrade, the right half cleared
the ball off the line by means of an acrobatic volley with his entire body off the ground. Uruguay made
the game safe in the last minute when Dorado received the ball around the centre line in the right side
and ran ahead and crossed for Castro who leapt above Della Torre and sent a looping header above
Botasso’s flailing fingertips (4-2). It was game set and match. Langenus blew the final whistle and made
it to his ship safely. Strangely Nasazzi, the captain fantastic of the winning team did not receive the
trophy as Rimet presented it to Dr. Raúl Jude, the Uruguayan FA President.
A few more facts about the finalists which make for an interesting read: Eight of the Argentinian players
were never capped again. Stábile, one of the stars of the tournament only played those four matches in
his entire international career. Alberto Suppici, the Uruguayan coach similarly managed the team for
only the four matches in this tournament and till date, at 31 years is the youngest manager to win the
World Cup. José Nasazzi was captain of the Uruguayan national team for all his 41 international
matches. The day following the final match was declared a national holiday in Uruguay. On the flip side,
the Uruguayan embassy in Buenos Aires was stoned by a mob. The two football associations broke off
relations, the major reason why no further Copa America was organised till 1935. It was hailed as win by
Uruguayan democracy over Argentine dictatorship; the triumph of Uruguayan organisation and
industrial team game of commoners over the skill, finesse and individualism of the Argentinean elite
class. All this was more of media hype than reality, but has added to the mystique of this great
tournament.
It was the beginning of a new era in power football where FIFA elevated the game to a higher pedestal.
The cup would soon come to Europe and become a tool in the hands of dictators and governments who
were racing towards war. But for the moment it was football which was basking in its success and
reveling in its glory.
Kinshuk Biswas is an Architect by education, a consultant by occupation. A football fanatic, quizzer and
writer by choice
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Triviela – Beyond Trivia
The Trivela is a Portuguese term to denote the art of kicking the football with the outside of one’s foot.
It is used to hide one’s weaker foot and also to suddenly fool the opposition with a wickedly swerving
ball from a difficult angle. In Triviela, we will attempt to find some football feats/facts which would
make you sit up and take note, like it happens when you see Ricardo Quaresma try these.

The 1st Bishop of Pavia
The 1st bishop of Pavia has an unwitting history with a game, which was discovered at least 14 centuries
after his death.
Pavia is an ancient town in northern Italy about
35 km from Milan. It is the capital of
the province of Pavia. The city achieved its
greatest political importance between 568 and
774 A.D., as the capital of the Kingdom of the
Lombards. Syrus (Sirus) was the 1st bishop of
Pavia back in the 1st century. His legend,
according to the 14th century source known as
the De laudibus Papiæ (In the Praise of Pavia),
states that Syrus was the boy with the five
loaves who appears in the Gospels.
This Saint Syrus would have stayed off limits, till
you hear the Italian way of writing his name –
Syrus is written as Siro and being a saint, he was
called San Siro!
Even though San Siro di Pavia did not have any direct relation to football or football clubs, it was in his
memory, that a vast district of Milan was named San Siro. So when the stadium was opened in 1926, it
was named “Nuovo Stadio Calcistico San Siro” (San Siro New Football Stadium). Later it was renamed as
Stadio Giuseppe Meazza, but owing to Meazza’s Inter history (though he played for both Milan clubs),
the Rossoneri half of Milan still call the stadium San Siro.
Parting Shot: San Siro di Pavia had a compatriot, a bishop in Pavia back in the 1st century, and his name
was Juventius of Pavia. No link has been found between him and the third famous Italian club from Turin
though.
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Larger than Life
Let’s start with a question: What is common between Jomo Sono of South Africa, Abedi Pele of Ghana
and Mohammed Kallon of Sierra Leone. Well for one, they are all African. While Jomo and Abedi Pele
are absolute legends of the African game and in their country, Kallon is only a national legend. 56 year
old Jomo and 46 year old Pele are into managing clubs while 31 year old Kallon’s wandering career has
taken him to a struggling I-Leage (Indian national league) club Viva Kerala.

But the thread that connects all three is that all of them have clubs named after them.
After his soccer career ended, Sono returned to South Africa, where he purchased the Highlands Park
club in Johannesburg in 1982, renaming it Jomo Cosmos in honour of his old team, the NY Cosmos.
Under his ownership, the club went on to achieve several successes: it won the National Soccer League
in 1987, the Bobsave Super Bowl in 1990, the Cola Cola Cup in 2002 and the Super Eight in 2003. Jomo
Cosmos has also consistently finished among the top teams in the South African Premier Soccer League.
European Champions League winner, 2 times African Player of the Year, winner of the African Cup of
Nations and former Ghanaian Captain Abedi Pele founded FC Nania (often called as Abedi Pele's Nania
Accra F.C.) in the Legon suburb of Accra in 2004. Nania never reached the successes of Jomo Cosmos
and instead was embroiled in a match fixing scandal. In 2008, Abedi Pele was banned from participation
in active football for one year by the Disciplinary Committee of the Ghana Football Association after the
controversial Division One Middle League results in which Abedi's Nania FC beat Okwahu United 31-0.
The only silverware that FC Nania managed to win was the E.K. Nayanar Memorial Football Gold Cup, a
tournament in Southern India beating Viva Kerala and that is where our 3rd figure, Mohd. Kallon comes
in. Sierra Fisheries, a club based out of Freetown, Sierra Leone, was acquired by Kallon in 2002 for
$30,000. Kallon FC won the Sierra Leonean FA Cup and the Sierra Leone League title in 2006. Kallon
himself played for the club in the 2009-10 season. Just like it’s a sharp drop for a man who has played 42
times for Inter Milan - with 14 goals, between (2001-04), and 48 times for AS Monaco - between (200407), scoring 14 goals again, to ply his trade in the Indian League, Kallon FC too have not set any pulse
racing since their last title in 2006.
Parting Shot: Clarence Seedorf is the co-owner of AC Monza, a club in Italian lower division, one he
bought in 2009. Though he hasn’t renamed it after himself, you may keep an eye out on this.
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